CHAMPAIGN COUNTY ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
NOTICE OF REGULAR MEETLVG
Note: NO ENTRANCE TO BUILDING
FROM WASHINGTON STREET PARKING
LOTAFTER 4:30 PM.
Use Nonlleast parking lot via Lierman Ave..
and enter building tllrougll Nortlleast
door.

Date: May 29, 2008
Time: 7:00 p.m.
Place: Lyle Shields Meeting Room
Brookens Administrative Center
1776 E. 'Washington Street
Urbana,IL 61802

Ifyou require special accommodations please notify the Department ofPlanning & Zoning at
(217) 384-3708

EVERYONE MUST SIGN THE ATTENDANCE SHEET- ANYONE GIVINGTESTIMONY MUST SIGN THE WITNESS FORM

AGENDA
Call to Order
2.

Roll Call and Declaration of Quorum
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Correspondence

4.

Approval of Minutes

5. Continued Public Hearings

*Case 583-AT-07

Petitioner: Zoning Administrator
Request:

1. Amend Section 3.0 Definitions to add "GAS PIPELINE"; "
HAZARDOUS LIQUIDS PIPELINE"; "PIPELINE IMPACT
RADIUS".

2. Add new paragraph 4.3.4H. that does the following:
a. Identifies the PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS for a
HAZARDOUS LIQUIDS PIPELINE to be 150 feet:
b. Identifies the PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS FOR A
GAS PIPELINE to be identical to the potential impact
radius as defined by Title 49 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR), Part 192.03 which is based upon
maximum allowable operating pressure in the pipeline
segment in pounds per square inch and the nominal
diameter of the pipeline in inches. The PIPELINE
IMPACT RADIUS for a GAS PIPELINE is specific to
each Pipeline. Typical PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS
for GAS PIPELINES in Champaign County is 350 feet
or more.
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Case 583-AT-07 cont:
c.

Prohibits the following within any PIPELINE IMPACT
RADIUS:
(1) Creation of a new LOT.
(2) The establishment of any USE other than AGRICULTURE
or an AGRICULTURE ACCESSORY USE.

6.

New Public Heanngs
Case 615-V-08:

Petitioner: James A. Hughes, Carol Fluck and Judy A. Kirby
Request:

Authorize the creation and use of a lot with an average lot
width of 164.75 feet in lieu of the required minimum average
lot width of 200 feet in the AG-1, Agriculture Zoning District.

Location:

A proposed one acre tract in the Northwest Quarter of the
Southwest Quarter of the Northeast Quarter of Section 17
of Philo Township and commonly known as the house at 968
North CR 13S0E, Tolono.

7. Staff Report
8. Other Business
9. Audience Participation with respect to matters other than cases pending before the Board
10. Adjournment

*Administrative Hearing. Cross Examination allowed.

CASE NO. 583-A T-07
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM
May 23,2008
Petitioner Zoning Administrator

Prepared by

J.R. Knight
Associate Planner
John Hall
Zoning Administrator

Request:
1. Amend Section 3.0 Definitions to add "GAS PIPELINE";
"HAZARDOUS LIQUIDS PIPELINE"; and "PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS".

2. Add new paragraph 4.3.4 H. that does the following:
a. Identifies the PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS for a HAZARDOUS LIQUIDS
PIPELINE to be 150 feet.
b. Identifies the PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS for a GAS PIPELINE to be identical
to the potential impact radius as defined by Title 49 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR), Part 192.03 which is based upon maximum allowable operating
pressure in the pipeline segment in pounds per square inch and the nominal
diameter of the pipeline in inches. The PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS for a GAS
PIPELINE is specific to each pipeline. Typical PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS for
GAS PIPELINES in Champaign County is 350 feet or more.
c. Prohibits the following within any PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS:
(1)

Creation of a new LOT.

(2)

The establishment of any USE other than AGRICULTURE or an
AGRICULTURE ACCESSORY USE.
STATUS

This case was originally continued from the November 29, 2007, ZBA meeting to the January 31,2008,
ZBA meeting, The January 31 meeting was cancelled due to inclement weather. At the February 14,2008,
ZBA meeting the Board continued this case to the May 15, 2008, meeting, However, at the May 1, 2008,
meeting the Board continued this case to the May 29, 2008, meeting due to scheduling conflicts with
other cases, This is the third meeting for this case,
will have samples of the pipeline maps prepared
GIS Consortium at the meeting, These
if a property is located within a pipeline impact
will
to
l«UILt",.

underlined text

for all changes.
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Case 583-A T-07

Land Use Compatibility Near Pipelines
MAY

2008

COMMENTS FROM PIPELINE OPERt\TORS

This memo was sent to all pipeline operators in the county. To date comments have only been received
from two pipeline operators. The case appears ready for final action.
ATTACHlVIENTS

A
B
C
D
E
F

Revised Draft Amendment to the Zoning Ordinance
Letter from Tom Puracchio, Manager of Gas Storage, Peoples' Gas, dated July 7, 2006
Letter from Michael Tague received on January 29,2008
Excerpt of Minutes from the July 13,2006, ZBA meeting (included separately)
Minutes from the November 29,2008, ZBA meeting (included separately)
Revised Draft Finding of Fact for Case 583-AT-07

Revised Draft Amendment to the Zoning Ordinance
MAY

2008

1. The following definitions are proposed to be added to Section 3:

PIPELINE IMPACT Ri\DIUS: The distance within which the
failure ofa GAS
PIPELINE or a HAZARDOUS LIQUIDS PIPELINE could have significant impact to people
and propertv structures.
PIPELINE. GAS: Any
pipeline used for the transmission of gases including
within a storage field and any \vell head used for the subterranean injection of gases at high
pressures. This definition does not apply to either distribution service lines for local service to
individual buildings or distribution lines. as defined in 49 CFR 192.903.
PIPELINE, HAZARDOUS LIQUID: Any pipeline used for the transmission of anhydrous
ammonia, petroleum, or petroleum products such as propane, butane, liquefied natural gas,
benzene, gasoline, jet fuel, diesel fuel, fuel oil, and kerosene.

2. Add the following Subparagraph H. to Subsection 4.3.4 Lots, as follows:
H.

Restrictions on LOTS and USES within any PIPELINE IMP ACT RADIUS
1.

J

PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS
a.

The PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS for a GAS PIPELINE is similar
identical to the potential impact radius identified by Title 49 of the Code
of Federal Regulations Part 192.203. Potential impact radius as defined
by 49 CFR 192.203 is determined by the formula r=0.69*(v'(p*d2),
where r' is the radius of a circular area in feet surrounding the point of
pipeline failure, p' is the maximum allowable operating pressure in the
pipeline segment in pounds per square inch and d' is the nominal
diameter of the pipeline in inches. Maximum allowable operating
pressure and nominal diameter will be provided by the pipeline operator.
Nominal diameter used in the determination of PIPELINE IMPl\CT
RADIUS shall be the approximate diameter of the pipe and not
necessarily the actual overall diameter. The PIPELINE IMPACT
RADIUS indicated in these regulations is not necessarily the same as the
potential impact radi us used bv the Illinois Commerce Commission to
enforce 49 CFR 192.903. Both the PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS and
potential impact radius are approximations of the effect of any given

b.

The PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS for a HAZARDOUS LIQUID
PIPELINE is 150

LOT {'l'?'<ltr'n
DISTRICT
IMPACT

Revised Draft Amendment to the Zoning Ordinance
MAY

2008

30

No USE, BUILDING, or STRUCTURE established or built after {DATE OF
ADOPTION} shall be located within a PIPELINE IMP ACT RADIUS except as
provided in paragraph 4.3.4 H.4.

40

Exemptions

5.

a.

AGRICULTURE or an ACCESSORY USE, ACCESSORY
BUILDING. or ACCESSORY STRUCTURE to AGRICULTURE.

b.

Any PIPELINE, high pressure wellhead, or USE that is an
ACCESSORY USE, ACCESSORY BUILDING, or ACCESSORY
STRUCTURE to a GAS PIPELINE or HAZARDOUS LIQUID
PIPELINE.

c.

Enlargement, repair, and replacement of conforming USES,
BUILDINGS, and STRUCTURES that were lawfully established and
existed on {DATE OF ADOPTION}.

d.

USES, BUILDINGS and STRUCTURES established after {DATE OF
ADOPTION} on conforming LOTS of record that existed on {DATE OF
ADOPTION}.

e.

Any outlot or STREET created in any RRO or residential DISTRICT.

f.

USES, BUILDINGS, and STRUCTURES on LOTS that are exempt
from the requirement for the Rural Residential Overlay Zoning District
and that are created after {DATE OF ADOPTION}.

Notice of PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS.
a.

The ZONING ADMINISTRATOR shall provide notice of the existence
of a PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS to any applicant for a Zoning Use
Permit that is located within a PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS, even if
exempt from the requirements of paragraph 4.3.4 H.

b.

The notice shall include the following information:
I.

The approximate location
of the relevant pipeline
including the type of pipeline and diameter and maximum

11.

The dimension of the PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS including
the
on the
LOT.
last known

contact

PE~PLES
ENERGY

*** REVISED ***

July 7,2006

Mr. John Hall
Director, Champaign County Department of
Planning and Zoning
Brookers Administrative Center
1776 E. Washington Street
Urbana, IL 61802
Re:

Proposed Shiloh Swale Residential Development -- Petition to Amend the
Zoning Map to Add the Rural Residential Overlay: Case 542-AM-06

Dear Mr. Hall:
I am the Manager of Gas Storage for The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company
("Peoples"). The purpose of this letter is to provide Champaign County and the zoning applicant
in Case 542-AM-06 with information regarding natural gas storage field easements and natural gas
pipeline easements contained within the proposed 81.5 acre Shiloh Swale Subdivision. Peoples
believes existing natural gas easement facilities will require adjustments to the proposed
residential development. Please place this letter and its enclosures into the record of Case
542-AM-06 and into the record of any subdivision proceedings regarding this property.
Background Information
By means ofbackground, we are enclosing:

1. Ten copies ofthe October 14, 1965 "Gas Storage Grant Pipeline Right-of-Way and
Easement" recorded with the Champaign County Recorder of Deeds at Book 805, Page 95 (the
"1965 Easement"), establishing that Peoples, as Grantee, holds the following easement regarding
the storage of natural gas over the entire proposed 81.5 acre residential development:
... the exclusive right, privilege and authority to introduce natural
gas or other gases or vapors (all herein referred to as "gas") into any
geological strata underlying said land not containing oil or gas in
commercial quantities (all such strata being referred to as the
"Storage Reservoir"); to store gas in the Storage Reservoir and to
retain the possession of gas so stored as personal property; to
remove gas (with any water vapors absorbed) from the Storage

230 County Road 2600 North' Fisher 1161843 • (217)897-7100

John Hall
July 7,2006
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Reservoir; and to use, hold and occupy the Storage Reservoir for all
such purposes and in connection therewith and with exploratory
operations incidental thereto, the further right, privilege and
easement to conduct geological or geophysical surveys, and to drill,
install, maintain, renew, operate and remove at locations selected by
Grantee such wells, pipelines, electric lines and other structures,
equipment and appurtenances as Grantee may deem necessary or
desirable therefor; to remove therefrom all property placed in or on
said land by Grantee, including well casings; to have the right of
ingress and egress to, from and across said land at necessary points;
and to do and perform such other acts and things as may be
necessary for al foregoing purposes; all as part of and in connection
with the gas storage project for the storage as gas to be conducted on
and under said lands and in the vicinity thereof...."
Peoples has subsequently used this easement and many other similar easements to develop
the underground natural gas storage facility known as Manlove Field. Manlove Field underlies
more than forty square miles encompassing nearly all of Newcomb Township and parts of Bown,
East Bend, and Condit townships in Champaign County along with a small portion of Blue Ridge
township in Piatt County. The Company and its affiliates began drilling operations in 1959 and
began injecting gas in the early 1960's. The operation has increased over the years to the point
where there are now 190 injection/withdrawal and observation wells, approximately 70 miles of
natural gas pipelines, 70 miles of water disposal pipelines, and 70 miles of alcohol distribution
pipelines. The natural gas is stored in sandstone at a depth of approximately 4,000 feet. Natural
gas stored at Manlove Field is ultimately delivered to The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company's
distribution system in the city of Chicago. On a cold winter day, about one-half of the natural gas
used in the city of Chicago can originate from Manlove Field.
In addition, the 1965 Easement provides Peoples with an easement respecting the
installation of pipelines:
"... to construct within said land and to reconstruct, operate,
maintain, inspect, test, repair, alter, replace, move, remove, change
the size of and abandon in place an initial pipeline and any
additional pipelines desired by Grantee for the transportation of gas,
oil, or other substances transportable by pipeline, together with all
rights necessary or convenient for the enjoyment of the rights,
privileges and easements hereby granted. As used herein, the word

John Hall
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"pipeline" shall also include such surface and subsurface
appurtenances and facilities as are necessary or convenient in the
judgment of Grantee for the operation or maintenance of any surface
appurtenances and facilities as are necessary or convenient in the
judgment of Grantee for the operation or maintenance of any such
pipeline. Grantee shall have the right of ingress and egress over said
land at convenient points for the exercise of the rights, privileges
and easements herein granted;
2. Ten copies of the proposed Shiloh Swale Subdivision prepared by the zoning applicant,
with overlays prepared by Peoples indicating:
a. the location of existing wells both on the 81.5 acres in question and upon
neighboring property; and
b. the location of the existingl2-inch diameter high pressure natural gas line,
12-inch diameter water line, and 2-inch diameter alcohol line installed by Peoples in connection
with the use and enjoyment of its rights under the 1965 Easement; and
c. the location of the "Potential Impact Radius" defined in the U.S. Department of
Transportation "Pipeline Integrity Management" regulations found at 49 C.F.R. 192.901, et seq.
The phrase "Potential Impact Radius" is defined in federal regulations as "the radius of a circle
within which the potential failure of a pipeline could have significant impact on people or
property"; and
d. On occasion our operation requires certain maintenance activities that might
result in noise for a few hours. Because of the critical natural of our business, i.e., delivery of
natural gas primarily for home heating in the winter, this venting of gas may occur at any time of
the day or night and without notice to any adjacent property owner.
Comments
Based upon the nature of Peoples' easement rights and its natural gas operations, Peoples
respectfully submits that:

I. The perimeter non-buildable easement areas
Lot 136 and Lot I3 7 on the draft plat
of subdivision submitted by applicant in conjunction with its zoning application) should be
increased from what is shown on applicant's current rendering from a width of 30 feet to the
respective widths shown on the overlay prepared by Peoples described in item 2(b), above, based

John Hall
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on the statement in the 1965 Easement that pipelines 16 inches or less in diameter each enjoy a
30-foot easement strip. Therefore, in instances where 2 pipelines exist the total easement width is
60 feet and where 3 pipelines exist the total easement width is 90 feet.
2. The conceptual, preliminary and final plats of subdivision should show the pipeline
easement areas consistent with the 1965 Easement, as required pursuant to Section 8. 1.2(b)(2) and
(6) of the County subdivision ordinance, utilizing the easement width shown on the aforesaid
overlay prepared by Peoples;
3. Any zoning approvals and subdivision approvals granted by the County should clearly
delineate maximum permissible building areas on each subdivided lot in a manner which excludes
each of the aforesaid Peoples pipeline easements, and should expressly prohibit the construction of
any principal or accessory buildings anywhere outside permissible building areas, and specifically
prohibit the construction of accessory garages, tool sheds, and paving within the pipeline easement
areas shown on the overlay prepared by Peoples. Although Peoples' aforesaid easement rights are
of record with Champaign County, it is in everyone's best interest to make future property owners
and occupants of the proposed development fully aware of the need to forego the construction of
buildings, structures, and paving in areas within the pipeline easements. This request is consistent
with the terms of Section 14.7.2 of the County Subdivision Ordinance that "Easements, ofa public
or private nature, shall contain no structure and/or accessory buildings in or on the land, except
essential public utility structures" and in Section 17.1.1 that "additional width sufficient to avoid
conflict shall be provided ..." in easement areas. The Board should consider that the majority of
pipeline incidents nationwide are the result of third-party damage and that the likelihood of
third-party damage naturally increases with population density.
4. Included in the minutes of the regular meeting of the Champaign County Zoning Board
of Appeals of June 29,2006, are comments made by Mr. Louis Wozniak. In particular, at lines
23-24 Mr. Wozniak indicates that under certain conditions the "gas company ... must ... move the
pipeline... " For the purpose of correcting the record, Mr. Wozniak's interpretation of the US DOT
Regulations is inaccurate, the DOT Code does not put Peoples (or any other gas company under
similar circumstances) under any obligation to move a pipeline. In fact, our easement grants us the
specific right to install additional pipelines on the property, as "necessary or desirable". These
rights are in full force and would not be affected in any way by the proposed subdivision of the
property.

John Hall
July 7, 2006
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Questions
In reviewing the zoning applications and the draft plat of subdivision submitted by
applicant, Peoples respectfully requests responses from the County to the following questions:
1. Is the proposed subdivision layout consistent with the minimum lot width requirements
of Section 5.3 and 4.3.4 of the County Zoning Ordinance?
2. Are the proposed streets witin the subdivision in compliance with the requirements of
Section 14.2.11(b) of the Champaign County subdivision ordinance which states that "Residential
cul-de-sacs shall not exceed 1300 feet in length nor serve more than 20 dwelling units," and given
the statement in Section 14.2.11(a) that "The maximum length of any cul-de-sac shall be measured
from the center of the turning circle to the center point of the nearest intersection from which 2 or
more distant routes of travel are available to the nearest fire station". Is the proposed subdivision
layout consistent with these limitations?
3. Were all proper parties in the community notified? The copy of the zoning application
form provided us does not contain the list ofnearby property owners which is required per item 10
of the application form.
In addition to the foregoing, Peoples would also like to discuss the location and
construction specifications for any proposed bike pathways in the vicinity of Peoples facilities.
By means of this letter, Peoples respectfully requests that it be provided with copies of all
future correspondence relating to the zoning and subdivision applications pertaining to the
aforesaid 81.5 acres, and that Peoples be provided reasonable and prior notice of any staff
meetings, public hearings or meetings pertaining to the same.
Sincerely,
THE PEOPLES GAS LIGHT AND COKE COMPANY

BY.'_~,~_
Its:
cc: (via US Mail) Louis Wozniak

Thomas L. Puracchio
Manager, Gas Storage
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January 28,2008

Mr. John Hall
Champaign County
Department of Planning and Zoning
Brookens Administrative Center
1776 East Washington Street
Urbana,IL 61802
RE:

Case 583-AT-07

Dear John:
I just received the latest preliminary draft of the proposed text amendment. Item B( 1)2, does still
not specifically address a situation where a lot is to be created in which only a portion would be
within the impact radius. I believe that the following language needs to be inserted at the end of
that provision: "... without adequate building area outside the potential impact radius,"
The reason that this language is necessary is that when Item 2 is coupled with Item 3, material
public safety issues are completely mitigated by keeping the non-exempt use and buildings (i.e.
family residential structures) out of the impact radius. A statute that would result in a situation
where a lot could not be created that may be partially within the pipeline impact radius but with
that part within the pipeline impact radius having no more density of occupancy or activity than
before creation of the lot would be an unreasonable burden on property rights and development
potential of the property with no material corresponding benefit improving public safety. There
is absolutely no evidence in the record that prohibiting the creation of a lot in an RRO District,
R-l, R-2, R-3, R-4 or R-5 District which would have suitable building area outside the pipeline
impact radius and ultimately all non-exempt building structures and uses outside the pipeline
impact radius, promotes public safety or any other permissible land use goal of the County under
existing ordinances more than allowing such lots with adequate building area outside the
pipeline impact radius, There is ample
that not permitting the creation of lots that have
adequate building area outside the potential impact radius would have serious negative
consequences to
that
would meet
district requirements.
with no
and ample
of detriment.
ordinance
suggesrec is not
and constitutionally

January 28,2008
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I would urge the Zoning Board of Appeals and ultimately the County Board not to enact a statute
with a significant legal infirmity that would have a high likelihood of putting the matter into
litigation before the Courts immediately following enactment of the ordinance.

Very truly

vours,
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REVISED DRAFT for "May 23, 2008
583-AT-07
FINDING OF FACT
AND FINAL DETERMINATION
of
Champaign County Zoning Board of Appeals

Final Determination:
Date:
Petitioner:
Request:

{GRANTED / DENIED}
May 23,2008
Zoning Administrator
1.

Amend Section 3.0 Definitions to add "GAS PIPELINE"; "HAZARDOUS
LIQUIDS PIPELINE"; and "PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS".

2.

Add new paragraph 4.3.4 H. that does the following:
a.
Identifies the PIPELINE IMP ACT RADIUS for a HAZARDOUS
LIQUIDS PIPELINE to be 150 feet.
b.

Identifies the PIPELINE IMP ACT RADIUS for a GAS PIPELINE to be
identical similar to the potential impact radius as defined by Title 49 of
the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Part 192.203 which is based
upon maximum allowable operating pressure in the pipeline segment in
pounds per square inch and the nominal diameter of the pipeline in
inches. The PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS for a GAS PIPELINE is
specific to each pipeline. Typical PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS for
GAS PIPELINES in Champaign County is 350 feet or more.

c.

Prohibits the following within any PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS:
(1)
~.J)'
(~

d.

Creation of a new LOT in the Rvl , R-2, R-3, R-4, R-5, or RRO
Districts.
The establishment of any USE, BUILDING, or STRUCTURE
other than those specifically exempted.

Exempts AGRICULTURE, AGRICULTURE ACCESSORY USES;
any
ACCESSORY to a GAS or HAZARDOUS LIQUID
PIPELINE; existing USES, BUILDINGS, and STRUCTURES and
additions
new USES, BUILDING, or STRUCTURES on
exrstmg lots; new
BUILDINGS, and STRUCTURES on
that are
RRO District;
outlot or
RRO District or R

Cases 583-A T-07

REVISED DRAFTfor ArJay 23, 2008

Page 2 of 15
FINDING OF FACT

From the documents of record and the testimony and exhibits received at the public hearing conducted on
September 27, 2007, November 30,2007, and May 23, 2008, the Zoning Board of Appeals of Champaign
County finds that:
1.

The petitioner is the Zoning Administrator.
The need tor the amendment came about as follows:
A.
Three recent requests for rezoning to the Rural Residential Overlay (RRO) Zoning District have
been located on properties in close proximity to natural gas pipelines and two of those cases are
located in the vicinity of the Manlove Gas Storage Facility.
B.

There are many liquid and gas pipelines that cross Champaign County. The Manlove Gas
Storage Facility in Newcomb, Brown, and East Bend Townships is the most concentrated area of
pipelines in the County.

C.

The Zoning Ordinance currently only contains minimal regulations to ensure land use
compatibility and safety near pipelines.

D.

On March 12,2007, ELUC directed staff to prepare a text amendment to ensure land use
compatibility and safety near pipelines.

GENERALLY REGARDING THE EXISTING ZONING REGULATIONS

3.

The Zoning Ordinance already has basic provisions intended to ensure some degree of land use
compatibility in the vicinity of pipelines, as follows:
A.
Paragraph 4.2.2 D. prohibits any construction within utility easements as follows (capitalized
words are defined in the Ordinance):
No USE shall be established, CONSTRUCTION undertaken, nor fill placed in any recorded
drainage or utility easement that would interfere with the function of the easement.
B.

Subparagraph 5.4.3 C.2.k. requires that in making findings tor map amendments (rezoning) to
the Rural Residential Overlay (RRO) Zoning District the Zoning Board of Appeals (ZBA) shall
consider, among other things, "The presence of nearby natural or man-made hazards."

C.

Paragraph 5 5 B. requires that an application tor a map amendment to the RRO District must
include an open title commitment or a title policy not more than 12 months old. The open title
indicate there is an easement tor a pipeline on the property proposed for

D.

/rainance are especiallj rerevant to this amendment

are cermeo

REVISED DRAFT for

,~fay 23,

2008
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(1)

"ACCESS" is the way MOTOR VEHICLES move between a STREET or ALLEY and
the principal USE or STRUCTURE on a LOT abutting such STREET or ALLEY.

(2)

"ACCESS STRIP" is that part of a FLAG LOT which provides the principal ACCESS to
the LOT, and has FRONTAGE upon a STREET.

(3)

"ACCESSORY USE" is a USE on the same LOT customarily incidental and subordinate
to the main or principal USE or MAIN or PRINCIPAL STRUCTURE.

(4)

"AGRICULTURE" is the growing, harvesting, and storing of crops including legumes,
hay, grain, fruit, and truck or vegetable crops, floriculture, horticulture, mushroom
growing, orchards, forestry, and the keeping, raising and feeding of livestock or poultry,
including dairying, poultry, swine, sheep, beef cattle, pony, and horse production, fur
farms, and fish and wildlife farms; farm BUILDINGS used for growing, harvesting, and
preparing crop products for market, or for use on the farm; roadside stands, farm
BUILDINGS for storing and protecting and equipment from the elements, for housing
livestock or poultry and for preparing livestock or poultry products for market; farm
DWELLINGS occupied by farm OWNERS, operators, tenants or seasonal or year-round
hired farm workers. It is intended by this definition to include within the definition of
AGRICULTURE all types of agricultural operations, but to exclude therefrom industrial
operations such as a grain elevator, canning or slaughterhouse, wherein agricultural
products produced primarily by others are stored or processed. Agricultural purposes
include without limitation, the growing, developing, processing, conditioning, or selling
of hybrid seed corn, seed beans, seed oats, or other farm seeds.

(5)

"AREA, LOT" is the total area within the LOT LINES.

(6)

"LOT" is a designated parcel, tract or area ofland established by PLAT, SUBDIVISION,
or as otherwise permitted by law, to be used, developed, or built upon as a unit.

(7)

"LOT, FLAG" is an interior LOT separated from STREETS by intervening LOTS except
for an ACCESS STRIP which provides FRONTAGE upon a STREET.

(8)

"UTILITY, PUBLICLY REGULATED" is a business or entity providing water, sanitary
sewer, power and light, television cable, or similar services to the public of such a nature
that it enjoys an exclusive franchise, in a specific geographic area, and is regulated by a
Federal, State, or local governmental regulatory agency.

SUJJlvl4RY OF THE PROPOSED AlvIEND,~lENT

4

use
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A.

B.

The following definitions are proposed to be added to Section 3:
(1)
PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS: The distance within which the potential failure ofa GAS
PIPELINE or a HAZARDOUS LIQUIDS PIPELINE could have significant impact to
people and
structures.
(2)

PIPELINE, GAS: Any transmission pipeline used fur the transmission of gases including
within a storage field and any ,<veIl head used fur the subterranean injection of gases at
high pressures. This definition does not apply to either distribution service lines for local
service to individual buildings or distribution lines, as defined in 49 CFR 192.903.

(3)

PIPELINE, HAZARDOUS LIQUID: Any pipeline used for the transmission of
anhydrous ammonia, petroleum, or petroleum products such as propane, butane, liquefied
natural gas, benzene, gasoline, jet fuel, diesel fuel, fuel oil, and kerosene.

Add the following Subparagraph H. to Subsection 4.3.4 Lots, as follows (the following is
numbered and lettered as it will appear in the Zoning Ordinance):
H.
Restrictions on LOTS and USES within any PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS
1.

2.

PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS
a.

The PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS for a GAS PIPELINE is similar
identical to the potential impact radius identified by Title 49 of the Code
of Federal Regulations Part 192.203. Potential impact radius as defined
by 49 CFR 192.203 is determined by the formula r=0.69*(Y'(p*d2), where
1" is the radius of a circular area in feet surrounding the point of pipeline
failure, p' is the maximum allowable operating pressure in the pipeline
segment in pounds per square inch and d' is the nominal diameter of the
pipeline in inches. Maximum allowable operating pressure and nominal
diameter will be provided by the pipeline operator. Nominal diameter used
in the determination of PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS shall be the
approximate diameter of the pipe and not necessarily the actual overall
diameter. The PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS indicated in these
regulations is not necessarily the same as the potential impact radius used
bv the Illinois Commerce Commission to enforce 49 CFR 192.903. Both

b.

PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS for a HAZARDOUS LIQUID
PIPELINE is I
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3,

No USE, BUILDING, or STRUCTURE established or built after (DA
OF
ADOPTION) shall be located within a PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS except as
provided in paragraph 4,3,4 H,4,

4.

Exemptions

5.

(a)

AGRICULTURE or an ACCESSORY USE, ACCESSORY BUILDING,
or ACCESSORY STRUCTURE to AGRICULTURE.

(b)

Any PIPELINE, high pressure wellhead, or USE that is an ACCESSORY
USE, ACCESSORY BUILDING, or ACCESSORY STRUCTURE to a
GAS PIPELINE or HAZARDOUS LIQUID PIPELINE.

(c)

Enlargement, repair, and replacement of conforming USES, BUILDINGS,
and STRUCTURES that were lawfully established and existed on (DATE
OF ADOPTION).

(d)

USES, BUILDINGS and STRUCTURES established after {DATE OF
ADOPTION} on conforming LOTS of record that existed on {DATE OF
ADOPTION}.

(e)

Any outlot or STREET created in any RRO or residential DISTRICT.

(f)

USES, BUILDINGS, and STRUCTURES on LOTS that are exempt from
the requirement for the Rural Residential Overlay Zoning District and that
are created after {DATE OF ADOPTION}.

Notice of PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS.
(a)

The ZONING ADMINISTRATOR shall provide notice of the existence of
a PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS to any applicant for a Zoning Use Permit
that is located within a PIPELINE IMP ACT RADIUS. even if exempt
from the requirements of paragraph 4.3,4 H.

(b)

The notice shall include the following information:
(l)
The approximate location and type of the relevant pipeline
including the type of pipeline and diameter and maximum
operating pressure if relevant.
the PIPELINE IMPACT Ri\DIUS
approximate iocauon on
proposed LOT.
contact

the

the relevant pipeune operator.
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GENERALLY REGARDING LAND USE SAFETY CONCERNS RELATED TO PIPELINES

5.

There are different land use safety concerns for pipelines carrying hazardous liquids and pipelines
carrying natural gas, as follows:
A.
Minimum safety requirements for gas pipelines are included under Title 49 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR), Part 192 that establishes the following:
(1)
Potential impact radius (PIR) is defined by 49 CFR 192.03 as the radius of a circle within
which the potential failure of a gas pipeline could have significant impact on people or
property. PIR is determined by the formula r=0.69*C,,!(p*d)2), where 1" is the radius of a
circular area in feet surrounding the point of pipeline failure, p' is the maximum
allowable operating pressure (MAOP) in the pipeline segment in pounds per square inch
and d' is the nominal diameter of the pipeline in inches.
(2)

Class location is based upon population density using a standard class location unit that is
defined by 49 CFR 192.5 as an onshore area that extends 220 yards on either side of the
centerline of any continuous one mile length of pipeline. Defined class locations are the
following:
(a)
Each separate dwelling unit in a multiple dwelling unit building is counted as a
separate building intended for human occupancy.
(b)

A Class 1 location is any class location unit that has 10 or fewer buildings
intended for human occupancy

(c)

A Class 2 location is any class location unit that has more than 10 but fewer than
46 buildings intended for human occupancy.

(d)

A Class 3 location is any class location unit that has more than 46 buildings
intended for human occupancy; or anywhere a pipeline lies within 100 yards (91
meters) of an identified site, which is either a building or a small, well-defined
outside area (such as a playground, recreation area, outside theater, or other place
of public assembly) that is occupied by 20 or more persons on at least 5 days a
week for 10 weeks in any 12 month period. (The days and weeks need not be
consecutive.)

(e)

A Class 4 location is any class location unit where buildings with tour or more
stories above ground are prevalent.

Class location
change as a result of development within 220 yards of a pipeline and
an
population
indicates a
in
location for a
pipeline operating at a
stress not commensurate with that
pipeline
must
months
as outlined
CFR 192.609 and reduce the operatmg nrp''','',rp
0'H,pr,·rl segment to that allowed by
CFR 1
ulhpni"v,>r
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(4)

A high consequence area is undefined but is apparently an area where population density
is great enough that the consequences in terms of impact on people or property from an
undesired event are so great that a pipeline operator is required to develop and follow a
written integrity management plan for all pipeline segments within high consequence
areas. High consequence areas are classified as the following:
(a)
An area defined as either a Class 3 or 4 location under 49 CFR 192.5: or any area
in a Class 1 or 2 location where the potential impact radius is greater than 660 feet
(200 meters), and the area within a potential impact circle contains 20 or more
buildings intended for human occupancy; or any area in a Class 1 or 2 location
where the potential impact circle contains an identified site, which is either an
outdoor area like a playground or other public gathering area; or a building such
as a church, public meeting hall, or other public gathering place.
(b)

B.

6.

Or the area within a potential impact circle containing 20 or more buildings
intended for human occupancy; or an identified site.

There are no Federal regulations which specify a buffer for hazardous liquid pipelines, but a
1987 research survey by the American Petroleum Institute found that most damage occurred
within 150 feet of hazardous liquid pipelines.

Regarding testimony received during the public hearing for Zoning Case 542-AM-06:
A.
Zoning Case 542-AM-06 was a rezoning to the Rural Residential Overlay (RRO) District on
property within a pipeline impact radius.
B.

In a letter dated July 7,2006, and in testimony at the July 13,2006, ZBA meeting Tom
Purrachio, Gas Storage Manager for the People's Gas Light and Coke Company testified as
follows:
(l)
The 393 feet of Potential Impact Radius is a fair approximation of the pipeline and well
rupture that occurred in 1998. In that event the wind was blowing from the southwest to
the northeast and the farm ground was scorched for quite a distance to the northeast and
one should not expect a pipeline rupture to go straight up, depending on the weather.
(2)

C.

Although not a safety issue, on occasion maintenance activities require venting of gas at
any time of day or night without notice to adjacent property owners that might result in
noise for a few hours.

Frank Kamerer, a neighbor to the subject property of Case 542-AM-06 at 2648 CR 350E,
as follows:
testified at the July 13,2006, ZBA
(1
people
moved to smaller lots in the area some of them have built houses almost
on top
the
pipeline.
of the 1998 incident] when a joint blew out
the
in the ground so
could put a bus

a

pipeline on

a

pipeline

it
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(4)
D.

The pipelines are man made and some day they will fail, but People's has done a good
job so far.

Dave Nelson, a neighbor to the subject property in Case 542-AM-06 at 2659 CR 350E, testified
at the July 13,2006, ZBA meeting as follows:
(1)
He was present during the pipeline and well rupture event in 1998 and his house was one
mile away from where the event occurred, and it sounded like a jet was landing on Route
47. He said the staging area for the Cornbelt Fire Department was at the Shiloh Methodist
Church and they could not go any closer until People's shut down the gas line. He tried to
film the incident but he could not get his camera to focus on the flames until they had
died down significantly.

GENERALLY REGARDING PUBLIC TESTIMONY

7.

Testimony received in the public hearing for this case can be summarized as follows:
A.
Tom Purracchio, Manager of Gas Storage for People's Gas, testified at the October 11, 2007,
ZBA meeting as follows:
(1)
People's Gas has made it clear that the governing federal regulations established a
potential impact radius that do not in any way prohibit the right of construction within the
impact radius.

B.

(2)

People's Gas would prefer that instead of prohibiting construction in the potential impact
radius the landowners that are in the pipeline impact radius be notified and made aware
of the existence of the pipeline to avoid harm or damage.

(3)

He said that People's Gas feels the County could be of assistance with this process by
referring to the existence of the pipeline easements on plats of subdivisions which are
approved by the County.

(4)

He said that the County could also assist this process by referring to the existence of
pipeline easements in various zoning and site plan approvals.

(5)

FIe said that these practices would raise property owner's knowledge and awareness and
understanding about the existence of pipelines on their property.
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c.
(1)

In 1993 the National Transportation Safety Board indicates that pipelines carrying
petroleum and other hazardous material transported 590 billion ton miles and had 210
accidents.

(2)

In 1993 the Bureau of Transportation Statistics state the incidence of hazardous incidents
from truck traffic were somewhere around 900 per month therefore 4 times as manv in a
month involved truck traffic versus one year bv pipeline.

D.

Matt Anderson, Pipeline Integrity Specialist for Ameren, testified at the October 11, 2007, ZBA
meeting that one of the concerns of his company about the possible 350 foot impact radius where
nothing could be built is that it would make it considerably more difficult for any pipeline
operator to secure any easements for any new pipeline that would be installed or relocated.

E.

Herb Schildt, 398 CR 2500N, Mahomet, testified at the October 11,2007, ZBA meeting, as
follows:
(1)
The land that he and his wife own will be affected by the proposed amendment because
Peoples Gas has storage leases on it although there are currently no pipelines or injection
wells on or near their property.
(2)

He said that these are longstanding agreements whose stipulations are well understood.

(3)

He stated that he does understand the County's desire to establish some guidelines related
to pipelines.

(4)

He asked if it is reasonable and proper to use the impact radius formula defined by the
Department of Transportation to determine zoning setbacks. He said that given that it
results in extremely large setbacks this is a crucial question.

(5)

He said that the impact radius formula presented in Title 49, Part 192 of the Code of
Federal Regulations and the 2006 version indicates that these regulations define rules that
a pipeline operator must follow and he sees nothing within these regulations that pertains
to the landowner.

(6)

He said that Title 49, Part 192 defines obligations on the pipeline operator including the
need to mitigate risk and is not an obligation on the landowner to mitigate this risk.
583-AT-07 would
He stated that if
reverse this obligation
IHl'L1!S{~{l~'l1 on
land.

F.

<::P1fPri"lv

restrict by-right zoning permits it would
place the responsibility
the use of what can be a
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G.

H.

(3)

He looked back at the last ten years and he noted that there was one explosion that left a
crater and scorched a house but nothing has happened since that time.

(4)

Since that time Peoples Energy has started a maintenance program where they load pipes
with water and watch for a decrease in pressure overnight and thev do this every 5 years
or so on a rotation basis.

(5)

One could guess that the probability of an accident happening now has been greatly
reduced compared to the probability before this maintenance program went into effect.

(6)

He found that someone would be 10 times more likelv to be in an auto accident than the
chance of a home in the impact radius of the pipeline being subject to a pipeline accident.

A letter was received from Michael Tague on January 29,2008, that can be summarized as
follows:
(1)
Item [B.H.2. of the proposed amendment] should include the following language at the
end of the sentence" ... without adequate building area outside the potential impact
radius."
(2)

This language is necessary because when [Item 2 of paragraph H] is coupled with [Item 3
of paragraph H] material public safety issues are completely mitigated.

(3)

A statute that would result in a situation where a lot could not be created that may be
pmiially within the pipeline impact radius but with that part within the pipeline impact
radius having no more density of occupancy or activitv than before the creation of the lot
would be an unreasonable burden on property rights.

(4)

With no evidence of any benefit and ample evidence of detriment, the ordinance without
the [previously suggested language] is not only unsound but legally and constitutionally
impermissible.

A letter was received from Michael Tague on October 18,2007, in which he indicated that all
land owners with land inside a PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS, as determined by the Countywide pipeline map, should be notified of the proposed amendment.

1.

GENERALL Y REGARDING RELEVANT LAND USE GOALS AND POLICIES

8.
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Districts were adopted on November 20, 2001, as part of the Rural Districts Phase of the
Comprehensive Zoning Review (CZR) and subsequently revised on September 22, 2005. The
relationship of the Land Use Goals and Policies to the Land Use Regulatory Policies is as follows:
Land se Regulatory Policy 0.1.1 gives the Land Use Regulatory Policies dominance over the
earlier Land Use Goals and Policies.
B.

9.

The Land Use Goals and Policies cannot be directly compared to the Land Use Regulatory
Policies because the two sets of policies are so different. Some of the Land Use Regulatory
Policies relate to specific types of land uses and relate to a particular chapter in the land use goals
and policies and some ofthe Land Use Regulatory Policies relate to overall considerations and
are similar to general land use goals and policies.

The Land Use Goals and Policies for Residential Land Uses appear to be relevant because pipeline
facilities exist next to many residential land uses, and new residential land uses are frequently
established near pipeline facilities. Land Use Goals and Policies for Residential Land Uses are as
follows:
A.
None of the Goals for Residential Land Uses appear to be relevant to the proposed amendment,
and only Residential Land Use Policy 2.5 appears to be relevant to the proposed amendment.
B.

Residential Land Use Policy 2.5 is as follows:
The Zoning Board of Appeals, the Environment and Land Use Committee, and the County Board
will only support the development of residential areas separated from incompatible nonresidential uses, unless natural or man-made buffering is provided.
The proposed amendment appears to CONFORJI to Residential Policy 2.5 because:
(1)

The amendment will require separation between underground pipelines and lots in any
new R-l, R-2, R-3, R-4, R-5, and RRO District.

(3)

The proposed amendment will not restrict by-right development, as follows:
(a)
On March 12,2007, ELUC directed staff to prepare a text amendment to ensure
land use compatibility and safety near pipelines by restricting development that
requires discretionary approval and by-right development near underground
pipelines.
(b)

10.
VO!ICl\;S

for Commercial
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B.

Commercial Land Use Policy 3.6 is as follows:
The County Board will strongly discourage proposals for new commercial development not
making adequate provisions for drainage and other site considerations.
The proposed amendment appears to CONFORll1 to Commercial Policy 3.6 because the
amendment will eliminate the need to consider Pipeline Impact Radii in commercial site plans by
requiring new lots to be located entirely outside any adjacent PIR.

11.

The Land Use Goals and Policies for Commercial Land Uses appear to be relevant because commercial
land uses could be established near pipeline facilities. The Land Use Goals and Policies for Commercial
Land Uses are as follows:
A.
None of the Goals for Utility Land Uses appear to be relevant to the proposed amendment, and
only the Utility Land Use Policy 7.1 appears to be relevant to the proposed amendment.
B.

Utility Land Use Policy 7.1 is as follows:
The County Board, Environment and Land Use Committee, and the Zoning Board of Appeals
will coordinate changes in land use with public and private utility systems.
The proposed amendment appears to CONFORM to Utility Policy 7.1 because:
(1)
The amendment will ensure that both land owners and pipeline operators will be aware of
the potential for development in their immediate vicinity.
(2)

Staff has prepared a county-wide pipeline map, as follows:
It indicates all natural gas transmission lines, distribution lines between
(a)
transmission lines and settled areas, all storage lines in gas storage fields, and all
hazardous liquid transmission lines, and the Pipeline Impact Radius for all
pipelines.
(b)

It is for staff reference only and will not be released to the public in any form, as
per the following exemption from the Illinois Freedom of Information Act 5 ILCS
140/7 (1) (mm):
Maps and other records regarding the location or security of generation,
transmission, distribution, storage, gathering, treatment, or switching
facilities owned by a utility or by the Illinois Power Agency.

12.

Regarding the General Land

The
(1 )

Goals appear to be

fourth,
'0"-J""-1,("

Land

f'plpv,,,nt

to the proposed
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Promotion and protection of the health, safety, economy, convenience, appearance, and
general welfare of the County by guiding the overall environmental development of the
County through the continuous comprehensive planning process.
The proposed amendment appears to A CHIEVE the first general land use goal because
the amendment will protect the health and safety of the County by reducing potential
conflicts between underground pipelines and other land uses.
(2)

The third General Land Use Goal is:
Land uses appropriately located in terms of utilities, public facilities, site characteristics,
and public services.
The proposed amendment appears to A CHIEVE the third general land use goal because
the amendment will mitigate or prevent significant impact from pipeline failure on
adjacent land uses.

(3)

The fourth General Land Use Goal is:
Arrangement of land use patterns designed to promote mutual compatibility.
The proposed amendment appears to ACHIEVE the fourth general land use goal because
the proposed amendment will reduce potential conflicts between underground pipelines
and other land uses.

(4)

The fifth General Land Use Goal is:
Establishment of processes of development to encourage the development of the types
and uses of land that are in agreement with the Goals and Policies of this Land Use Plan.
The proposed amendment appears to ACHIEVE the fifth general land use goal because
the proposed amendment will encourage development away from pipelines in order to
avoid problems of compatibility of use.

B.

None of the General Land Use Policies appear to be relevant to the proposed amendment.
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DOCUMENTS OF RECORD
1.

Preliminary Memorandum dated September 21, 2007, with attachments:
A
ELUC Memorandum of March 8. 2007
B
Excerpt of Approved ELUC Minutes of March 8, 2007
C
Excerpts from Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations
D
Proposed Ordinance
National Pipeline Mapping System Map of Transmission Pipelines in Champaign County (annotated, no
legend)

3.

Letter from Michael Tague, dated October 16,2007

4.

Supplemental Memorandum dated November 21,2007, with attachments:
A
Letter from Michael Tague dated October 16, 2007
B
National Pipeline Mapping System Map of Transmission Pipelines in Champaign County
(annotated, with legend)
C
Figure 6-2: Gas Distribution Facilities from the Preliminary Draft of the Existing Conditions and
Trends Report of the Champaign County Land Resource Management Plan (amended)
D
Figure 6-3: Non-Water Well Locations from the Preliminary Draft of the Existing Conditions
and Trends Report of the Champaign County Land Resource Management Plan (amended)
E
Revised Draft of Proposed Ordinance based on ELUC direction, dated November 21,2007
F
Alternative Revised Draft of Proposed Ordinance, dated November 21, 2007

5.

Letter from Michael Tague, received on December 4.2007

6.

Supplemental Memorandum dated January 25, 2008, with attachments:
A
Email from Patrick Gaume. Senior Staff Engineer. dated January 10,2008
B
Letter from Louis Wozniak, dated January 9, 2008
C
Preliminary Draft Finding of Fact for Case 583-A T-07

7.

D
E
F
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FINAL DETERMINATION

Pursuant to the authority granted by Section 9.2 of the Champaign County Zoning Ordinance, the Zoning Board
of Appeals of Champaign County determines that:
The Zoning Ordinance Amendment requested in Case 583-AT-07 should {BE ENACTEDINOT BE
ENACTED} by the County Board in the form attached hitherto.
The foregoing is an accurate and complete record of the Findings and Determination of the Zoning Board of
Appeals of Champaign County.
SIGNED:

Debra Griest. Chair
Champaign County Zoning Board of Appeals
ATTEST:

Secretary to the Zoning Board of Appeals
Date

2
3

4
5
6
7
8
1§
11
12
13
14
15

MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING
CHAMPAIGN COUNTY ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
1776 E. Washington Street
Urbana,IL 61801
DATE:

November 29, 2007

TIME:
6:30 p.m.
MEMBERS PRESENT:

PLACE: Lyle Shield's Meeting Room
1776 East Washington Street
Urbana, IL 61802
Doug Bluhm, Dennis Goldenstein, Debra Griest, Joseph L. Irle

MEMBERS ABSENT:

Roger Miller, Jon Schroeder, Richard Steeves

STAFF PRESENT:

John Hall, JR Knight, Leroy Holliday, Eric Thorsland, Pius Weibel

OTHERSPRESENT:

Herb Schildt, Michael Tague, Tanna Fruhling, Louis Wozniak, Hal Barnhart,
Matthew Anderson, Dave Spillers, Neil Malone, Frank Kamer

16

17
18

2§

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

1.

Call to Order

Mr. Griest called meeting to order at 6:34pm.

2.

Roll Call and Declaration of Quorum

The roll call was taken and a quorum declared.

Mr. Bluhm moved, seconded by Mr. Irle to receive other information. Motion carried by voice vote.

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

44

Mr. Weibel read Resolution 6278 Honoring the retirement of Dennis Goldenstein from the Champaign
County Zoning Board of Appeals.

3.

Correspondence

None

4.

Approval of Minutes

5.

Continued Public Hearing

45
46

Case 583-AT-07: Petitroners Zoning Administrator Request: 1. Amend Section 3.0 Definitions to

1
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add "GAS PIPELINE"; "HAZARDOUS LIQUIDS PIPELINE"; "PIPELINE IMPACT R~DIUS".

2
3

2. Add new paragraph 4.3.4 H, that does the following:

4

a. Identifies the PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS for a HAZARDOUS LIQUIDS PIPELINE to be

5

150 feet.

6

b.

7

potential impact radius as defined by Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations (FCR),

8

PartI92.03 which is based upon maximum allowable operating pressure in the Pipeline segment in

9

pounds per square inch and the nominal diameter of the pipeline in inches. The PIPELINE

10

IMPACT RADIUS for a GAS PIPLINE is specific to each pipeline. Typical PIPLINE IMPACT

11

R~DIUS for

Identifies the PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS for GAS PIPELINE to be identical to the

GAS PIPLINE in Champaign County is 350 feet or more.

12
13

c.

Prohibits the following within any PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS:

14

(1) Creation of a new lot.

15

(2)

16

ACCESSORY USE.

The establishment of any USE other than AGRICULTURE or an AGRICULTURE

17
18

Mr. Hall said that there is a new memo which gives an update also attached is a letter from the Farm Bureau

19

in support of the idea of the pipeline amendment and draft minutes dated October 11, 2007, but those

20

minutes are not for approval tonight. Mr. Hall said the memo in the mailing has a couple of revised maps

21

and he is still working on more. He said that he has some comments back from the pipeline operators and

22

had some suggestions for improvement of the draft language on technical issues. He said that the idea ofthe

23

Attachment E and Attachment F on the November 21st memo was to change the direction from the proposed

24

amendment to find a way to achieve ELUC's direction while still allowing some portions of lots to be

25

within the potential impact radius. Mr. Hall said that the new version of Attachment E goes more on

26

ELUC's direction and does not have an exemption for new by-right lots to be created within the potential

27

impact radius so Attachment E is more restrictive than what the Board looked at

28

deletions are indicated there. He said that Attachment F is an alternative version that violates the guidance

29

that

LL'J~

staff and would allow

lots to

2

0,'P,,,,tP·rl

first time and

that are within the potential Impact

ZBA
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1

partly or completely. He said both Attachment E and F include the requirement for notice to be given for

2

any permit that is in a pipeline impact radius. He said that Attachment F would allow entirely new by right

3

lots to be created in the potential impact radius while Attachment E would not allow that and this Board

4

should follow its mind in considering a recommendation to ELUC. Mr. Hall said the Board may decide to

5

follow the guidance from ELUC or the Board may consider the testimony and may recommend something

6

else other than what ELUC asks for. He said that we will have a Finding of Fact for this case at the next

7

hearing. He said that if the Board is going to do something other than what ELUC directed than give staff

8

the guidance it needs to tailor the finding so ELUC will understand the recommendation.

9
10

Mr. Hall said that on page 2 of the November 29 th memo it shows a table that summarizes staffs work

11

contacting the gas pipeline companies in the area. He said that he sent out letters and did some follow up

12

calls and some had responded back with specific data regarding pipeline pressure and diameter and hoped at

13

the next meeting to have a map which is a kind of map staff would use in the office which will show

14

sections, pipelines and estimated potential impact radius. He said that this map will be used to implement

15

the regulations and will not be used by the public to look at or for the public to receive copies. He said that

16

once a zoning application is made and they look at the map and check to see if there is a likelihood that the

17

property is in a pipeline impact radius and if it is we give the contact name to the applicant so they can

18

contact the pipeline operator who is willing to share that information with someone who has the property

19

the property in the potential impact radius. He said that they are concerned that we don't share the

20

information indiscriminately with people coming in with inquiries so we need to have a detailed map so we

21

are not making avoidable errors and we hope to have this by the next meeting.

22

23

Ms. Griest asked Mr. Hall if one ofthe concerns besides sharing that information in addition to sharing the

24

pipeline company private information if this has anything to do with national security.

25
26

Mr. Hall said that the Freedom of Information Act has been changed to give discretion so we do not have to

27

requests

28
29

III

rezards to racumes like that.

statement on the
Hall

so

said that the map that

IS

be able to react properly when requests like that are

that no pipehne operator

to would

3

1
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affected by these proposed regulations but they want to make sure that they are talking to an actual property

2

owner and not to someone who is out fishing for information.

3
4

Ms. Griest asked if the Board had any questions for Mr. Hall and there were none.

5
6

Mike Tague said that he had spoken with Mr. Doenitz, a member of ELUC and asked him if he meant if

7

someone had a lot in which part of it was in the impact area and there was suitable building area outside of

8

the impact area is that something he would want a text amendment to prohibit. He said that Mr. Doenitz

9

said that was something that he hadn't thought about carefully and he would like to see the ZBA use

10

judgment in completing their Finding of Fact. Mr. Tague said at least one County Board member would like

11

for the Board to use their conscience when all the facts are heard to determine whether or not lots should be

12

in the impact area or look at the facts and benefits as well as burdens to land owners and the cost and then

13

make a recommended text amendment that will do that. He said that as exemptions develop staffrecognizes

14

they need to provide ELUC with useful information rather than marching to a tune on an initial direction.

15

He said that when you look at H.2 and that language it said something to the affect that no lot without

16

adequate building area outside the pipeline impact radius shall be created in the R-1, R-2, R-3, R-4, R-5 or

17

RRO District that then deals with the safety issues based upon reasonable probabilities of occurrences and

18

damages. Mr. Tague said but on the other hand it does not restrict the properties to make it useless or

19

unsuitable for R-1, RRO or other uses that would be applicable. He said in the Bateman situation weighing

20

all the pros and cons it was determined this was an appropriate area for an RRO under appropriate

21

circumstances. Mr. Tague said that additional testimony as we go forward and the comments that were fore

22

stated should be looked at with that concept in mind as the Board makes it determination.

23
24

Ms. Griest asked the Board if there were questions for Mr. Tague and there were none.

25

Ms. Griest asked staff if there were questions for Mr. Tague and there were none.

26
27

Herb Schildt read a prepared statement although

28

both

29

NH,"

c",r!

did not submit it for the record. Mr. Schildt

draft of 583-AT-07 are improvements from the original draft.

Attachment

F is

better

said that the alternative

that this version fully exempts by-right

two drafts. He

4

that

1
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although he believes that the use of the impact radius formula for zoning is fundamentally flawed for the

2

reasons he stated

3

fundamental by-right rights for all land owners and he sees this as an important step forward.

111

the previous meetings, the alternative draft of 583-AT-07 does preserve the

4

5

Ms. Griest asked the Board if there were any questions for Mr. Schildt and there were none.

6

Ms. Griest asked staff if there were any questions for Mr. Schildt and there were none.

7

8

Louis Wozniak said that he is in support of what Mr. Tague had in the letter he mailed to everyone and also

9

believes that potential impacted land owners be notified like the pipeline companies. Louis Wozniak said

10

that he spoke with Mr. Hall regarding the definition of nominal. He said that nominal means by name, Mr.

11

Hall nominally is John Hall. He said a 2X4 is nominally 2inches by 4inches that is the nominal dimension.

12

He said that a 10 inch pipeline is nominally 10 inches not 10.1 or 10.4 or something like that. He said that

13

he noted that the nominal diameter used in a determination of a pipeline impact radius is the approximate

14

diameter of the pipe. He said that you can't argue with that but you can make it not arguable at all by saying

15

nominal diameter, a 10 inch pipe is 10 inches, a 2x4 is 2inches by 4inches although it is not. Mr. Wozniak

16

said that the Farm Bureau letter begins by saying that it is supportive ofthe efforts ofthe Zoning Ordinance

17

then it qualifies that by saying they believe that an amendment encompassing a reasonable interpretation of

18

federal guidelines and he thinks that qualifies what they are trying to say. He said that he believes that what

19

he read so far is overly restrictive and not a reasonable interpretation. Mr. Wozniak said that he made a

20

calculation of the probability that if there would be an accident and he made certain assumptions that one

21

mayor may not go with. He said that he looked back at the last ten years and he noted that there was one

22

explosion that left a crater and scorched a house but nothing has happened since that time. He said that

23

since that time Peoples Energy has taken a maintenance type program where they load pipes with water and

24

watch for a decrease in pressure overnight and they do this every 5 years or so on a rotation basis. Mr.

25

Wozniak said that one could guess that the probability of an accident happening now has been greatly

26

reduced compared to before this control program whet into effect. He said that he used the distance

27

pipelmes and then went to the internet for accident statistics that had personal injuries and he came up

28

the probability of having an accident to a pipeline to be a factor often less than the probability

29

a car accident. He said

he made some assumptions that someone could

5

1
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but he found that someone would be 10 times more likeIv to be in an auto accident than a home beinz in the

2

full impact radius of the pipeline.

~

~

3
4

Ms. Griest asked the Board if there were any questions for Mr. Wozniak and there were none.

5

Ms. Griest asked if there was anyone else who wished to sign the witness register and there were none.

6
7

Mr. Hall said that he did get some suggestions for some wordsmithing regarding the proposed changes on

8

the amendment and the changes that were discussed would relate whether the Board recommend

9

Attachment E or F. He said that only one of the changes that we are discussing relate to the comments here

10

tonight and those changes relate to the very unuseful way that he tried to handle nominal diameter in the

11

draft amendment and the sentence in the draft probably would not help decrease arguments in the future.

12

Mr. Hall said that he is looking for guidance from the Illinois Commerce Commission to get their

13

understanding on what nominal diameter as applied in this area of their regulation. He said that he would

14

hope to get some kind of guidance from the Illinois Commerce Commission maybe that would be

15

definitive.

16

Mr. Hall said that the other changes do not relate to anything that anyone has given testimony on but from a

17

stafflevel he would like to have some sense to where this Board is leaning towards either Attachment E or

18

Attachment F because that is material to the concerns of the citizens that are here tonight and also so that a

19

Finding of Fact could be constructed accordingly. He said that Attachment F has the exemption in it that

20

completely exempts new by right lots from these regulations. He said that it does not exempt someone if

21

they creates a by-right lot and it is within the pipeline impact radius they would get a notice of the impact

22

radius and could follow up with the pipeline operator ifthey wished to. He said but the Attachment E does

23

not provide for that except in a case of a variance so the Board may get a lot of variances if they recommend

24

Attachment E. Mr. Hall said that the Board could recommend it to be a prohibited variance but prohibited

25

variances cause concern because something that is prohibited means that there is no alternative to that and

26

Board

want to think hard about recommending a prohibited variances.

27

28

the Board if

was G1SCm;SlCin rezardinz the alternative

29
6
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Mr. Bluhm said that he liked Attachment F because of the by-right lot and the need to still have notification.

2

He said that with the RRO everything has to be looked at and public safety has to be considered.

3
4

Mr. Goldenstein said that he concurred

5
6

Mr. Irle said he concurred.

7
8

Mr. Hall said that if Attachment F is recommended Attachment E would still be entered in as testimony so

9

that ELUC would know that one exemption.

10
11

Ms. Griest said that initially she liked F because the ordinance allows the ZBA the flexibility to make

12

choices but she is not sure if she clearly understands what F provides and that means that the by right lots

13

are not required to have a buildable area outside the impact zone.

14

15

Mr. Hall said no.

16
17

Ms. Griest said that is her main concern that they must have enough buildable area outside the impact zone

18

otherwise she would not have a problem with them creating by right as long as they have adequate buildable

19

area outside the impact zone.

20
21

Mr. Hall asked Ms. Griest if she would have a problem allowing the lots if adequate buidlable area is

22

outside the impact zone.

23

24

Ms. Griest said no as long as the buildable area is outside which is consistent with the Bateman decision but

25

she is uncomfortable with the by right being allowed to have all the buildable area in the impact area when

26

the R-L R-2. R-3. R-4. R-5 and RRO Districts cannot.

27
28

Mr. Hall said that the by right is a little different than coming to the County Board and asking them

29
7
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Ms. Griest said that in the interest of public safety if that is their objective that people shouldn't be more or

3

less safe buying a by-right lot as opposed to any other lot that is the dilemma she is struggling with.

4
5

Mr. Hall said that when he was struggling with this in the office that he finally decided that if you are going

6

to let part of the lot be in the impact radius realizing how much of a burden this will be on the office to

7

enforce this, once you let some part of the lot be in the impact radius why not accept the fact that people are

8

doing that and as long as the staff has made them aware of it that's where the obligation ends. He said that's

9

all we eould do rather than trying find a way they can build outside the pipeline impact area and ifthey can't

10

then it's not a good lot. He said that if you read all the time the Board is going to allow construction to

11

continue to occur in a pipeline impact radius given the limited number of by right lots it maybe feasible to

12

just provide notices and let it be at that. He said that in the minutes from the last hearing, the representative

13

from Ameren was concerned about the more difficult these requirements become for land owners the more

14

difficult it would be for the pipeline operators to get new easements and put in new pipelines and he raised a

15

valid concern. Mr. Hall said on page 21 lines 13, 14 and 15 he is not arguing the probability of a pipeline

16

accident because staff believes that there is a small probability.

17
18

Mr. Bluhm said that when dealing with a RRO we are talking about 10 to 15 homes but with by-right lots

19

there are fewer homes and more spread out and we still have to consider how much buildable area there is

20

outside the impact area. He said that one would hope that with the by-right lots they are being notified

21

which is more than what they did before and it is their decision whereas if a developer is putting in a RRO

22

he is deciding how those lots are being created and it is a difference there because you are getting a lot

23

based on the developer point of view.

24
25

Ms. Griest said that she completely understands that perspective ifyou are building your by right lot and it's

26

your home and you configured the by-right knowing this when you were configuring the lot. She said that

27

what

28

buyer and then that buyer goes to get a permit that's the point when the buyer get's the notice and it

29

not come

is concerned about is the owner who creates the by-right lots and sells them to an unsuspecting

sooner so

don't make an informed choice. She said that if it is for sorneones personal

8

1
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residence then fine builder beware especially if they knew that going in that is your choice but she is

2

looking at the unsuspecting consumer who buys the lot with all of that space only to find out that part of

3

that is not a reasonable building area until after they own it.

4
5

Mr. Hall said that he doesn't know how often that is going to happen where someone creates a lot and then

6

the person comes in to get an application finds out about the potential impact radius and then decide they

7

like to add more area to their lot to give them a buildable area outside the potential impact area he doesn't

8

how often that land would not be available but it is bound to happen.

9
10

Mr. Bluhm said that they would need a variance if it will be increased to over a two acre lot.

11
12

Mr. Hall said that three acres is the maximum lot size and depending on how they configure the lot, if it is

13

200 feet wide and providing land can be purchased they should be able to get at least an acre outside the

14

pipeline impact radius.

15
16

Ms. Griest said that it would be nice if the realtor or the community when they are listing these parcels

17

would actually have better disclosures on that but the Board cannot force that.

18
19

Mr. Bluhm said that maybe the information would be on the title work but if the pipeline is across the road

20

it may not be.

21
22

Ms. Griest said that she could be swayed on this point she just wanted to have this discussion on the topic.

23
24

Mr. Hall said that in regards to the direction staffwould take after tonight, we could use Attachment F as a

25

template for the next version that you would see and that would have the more technical word changes that

26

he had suggested and then the Board would then understand that F is to be stricken or reinforced as the

27

Board sees fit but it sounds like we could proceed using Attachment F.

28
29

that she would support F as the model.

9
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1

2

Mr. Hall said that if the Board goes with the Attachment F it makes the case much easier to the extent that

3

it's not a clear exemption for new by right lots than things become more complicated but with that we could

4

get back on the case and get a Finding on Fact tor the next hearing so it could be tailored like Mr. Tague has

5

suggested.

6
7

Ms. Griest asked Mr. Hall if he could determine and provide an estimate of how many by right lots are

8

created per year.

9
10

Mr. Hall said that there is no easy determination to do that.

11

12

Ms. Greist asked Mr. Hall if there is a proposed date for a continuance.

13
14

Mr. Hall said that the earliest that this case can come before the Board for final action would be January 31,

15

2008.

16
17

Mr. Bluhm moved, seconded by Mr. Goldenstein to continue this hearing to January 31, 2008.

18

Motion carried by voice vote.

19

20

6.

New Public Hearing

21
22

There was no new public hearing.

23
24

7.

Staff Report

25
26

Mr. Hall said that there is no staff report.

27
28

8.

Other Business

29
10
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Mr. Hall said that March 27, 2008, is a County Board Meeting but they may have the new meeting room

2

completed by then but we could reserve this room for April 3, 2008 in case the meeting room is not

3

complete.

4

5

Ms. Griest said that a Special Dinner Meeting for Mr. Goldenstein will be December 13,2007, at 5:00PM.

6

She said that the regular meeting will follow at 6:30PM.

7
8

Ms. Griest introduced Eric Thorsland as the new Zoning Board of Appeals member replacing Mr.

9

Goldenstein who term was up on November 30,2007.

10
11

9.

Audience Participation with respect to matters other than cases pending before the Board

12
13

There was no audience participation.

14
15

10.

Adjournment

16
17

Ms. Griest declared meeting adjourned at 7:29PM.

18
19

Respectfully Submitted

20
21

Secretary of Zoning Board of Appeals

11
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Mr. Hall said this case will go to the County Board in August and everyone would receive notice.

3

4
6.
Continued Public Hearing
5
6
Case 520-Ai'l\1-05 Petitioner: Gene Bateman, owner Dave Phillippe, agent HDC Engineering Amend
7
tbe Zoning Map Request: Amend tbe Zoning Map to allow for tbe development of five single family
8 residential lots in tbe AG-1 Agriculture Zoning District by adding tbe Rural Residential Overlay
9 (RRO) Zoning District. Location: a 23 acre tract in tbe Nortb 631 feet oftbe East 1042.7 feet and tbe
10
Soutb 545 feet oftbe Nortb 1960 feet oftbe East 641 feet, all oftbe 20ftbe Nortbeast 3 oftbe Section
11 29 Township 21 nortb, Range 7 East of tbe Tbird Meridian, Cbampaign County, Illinois.
12
13 Mr Hall stated this case was continued from the April 13 meeting and the approved minutes are attached
14
and the minutes approved tonight from the March 30, 2005 meeting were the first meeting for this case. Mr.
15 Hall distributed a map and letter from Mr. Bateman and People Gas.
16
17 Ms. Griest asked if there were questions for Mr. Hall and there were none.
18
19 Ms Griest called Mr. Gene Bateman.

20
Mr. Michael Tague stated he is an attorney and represents the Mr. Bateman's.

23

Mr. Tague stated that Dave Phillippe would be presenting a new site plan that attempted to address the
24
concerns raised by other witnesses and the board. The concerns centered around several things including a
25
concern about visibility at the corner and the new site plan will show a rather sizable visibility triangle to
26 completely mitigate problems that could be associated with visibility and end up with a better situation than
27 having com all the way to the corner. He explained that there was a concern with the number of mailboxes
28
and driveways and they have proposed to mitigate those by essentially having double entrances for two of
29
the lots and double entrances for two ofthe other lots so the site plan goes from five driveways down to three
30
and covenants will be put in the deeds so that there would have to be double mailboxes on the double
31
driveway so that it goes from five mailboxes down to three. The drainage tile has been located and is drawn
32
on Mr. Phillippe's map and initially there was a request for a 75 foot easement by the drainage district so
33
that's drawn in there and they will comply with that but there may have been additional comments from the
34
drainage district that they may want an 80 foot easement and we could provide with that too ifthat five feet
35
were significant. He said that Mr. Bateman has contacted the Highway Commissioner for Newcomb
36
Township who has no objection with this development. Mr. Tague said that whether this goes through or not
37
he hoped that some of the concerns relative to the condition of the road will be met with the road
38 commissioner putting the oil and chip necessary for the existing roadway. Mr. Tague also stated that Mr.
39
Bateman also received the letter from People's Gas of July 12th and had printed out part of the relevant
40 regulations but he would need a chance to verify the math on the impact zone.

41
Ms Griest called Mr. Dave Phillippe

5
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Mr. Philippe said he did not have any more to add to what Mr. Tague has already stated.
Mr. Phillippe distributed maps for the Board to review. Mr. Phillippe said he would answer any questions
the Board may have.
Mr. IrIe asked ifMr. Phillippe would comment on statements made at the last meeting about homes that are
built too close to the pipeline.

7

8
9
10

Mr. Phillippe stated he had not looked into the regulations regarding separation ofhomes from the pipeline
but it is incumbent upon the pipeline company to protect the home owner.

11
12

Mr. Bluhm referenced the map and asked Mr. Phillippe if the field tile is a 24 inch tile.

13

Mr. Phillippe answered yes.

14
15
16

Mr. Bluhm asked if the 24 inch tile enters and exits the property.

17

Mr. Phillippe answered yes

18

19
20

23
24
25
26
27

28

Mr. Hall answered tract 1 seems to have the largest difference between the center line and the line of the
swale and the field tile. He said he didn't know if the Board had to see a drainage easement for the swale
itselfrather than the tile but it looks like the proposed field tile easement does not include the center line of
the swale.
Mr. Phillippe agreed and said it appears that the tile is diverting from the centerline of its greatest location
although it was not located at that exact point so it could vary from what's shown. He said the intent is to
create a non-buildable area that would be defined by the dashed lines that would encompass the tile and the
waterway and the highwater area that's defined where the water would go over the road if the drainage
structure would become full or inoperable.

29

30

Ms Griest asked ifthere were any additional questions and there were none.

31

32
33
34

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Mr. Tom Puracchio stated he is a manager of gas storage for People's Gas north of Mahomet. He said he
worked for people's Gas for twenty two years and was in field storage for five years in Fisher, Illinois. Mr.
Puracchio stated they have over 190 wells in the area. He said the natural gas is stored about 4000 feet below
the surface and the pipelines are from 3 to 5 feet deep and about 40 square miles and covers the Brown, East
Bend and Condit Twp area including the property in question. He said that it covers some parts of Blue
Ridge Twp. in Piatt County. Mr. Puracchio stated they began drilling in 1959 and injecting gas in 1960. Mr.
Puracchio said they have about 70 miles ofgas pipelines, water pipelines, and alcohol or methanol pipelines.
Mr. Puracchio said the purpose ofhis attendance tonight is to provide information to the Zoning Board and
the potential land owners and residents with information so they make a more informed decision on the
property. He said he would like the Peoples Gas easements rights be reflected on public record and on all
plats associated with the property. He said that Peoples Gas has the right to enter the property and access
those lines and wells and maintain them or install new ones and it is important that the Board and the
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property owner is aware ofthat. Mr. Puracchio said most of the lines are 12 inches and others are 8 o/.i inches
with a maximum of 2000 psi.

Mr. Bluhm asked Mr. Purracchio how often do they test those lines.
Mr. Puracchio answered about every five years.
Mr. Irle asked what is the life of the pipe.

9

10

Mr. Puracchio said it's hard to say but some has been down since the 1920's.

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20

'21

Ms. Griest asked if there were any additional questions and there were none.
Doug Turner Newcomb Twp. Drainage District representative said he is not here to oppose or support the
project but is here to ask what we would like to have ifthis proposal is approved. He said that instead ofthe
75ft easement the drainage ditch commissioners would like to see an 80ft easement. Mr. Turner said the 80ft
would fall in line with the flood area and would like to see this change in writing if this project is approved.
He went on to say they would not want any permanent structures or trees and the grass maintained as well as
no hookups to the tile without written approval. Mr. Turner said they would like the Bateman's to grass the
entire waterway to help with drainage not just the lots. He said he believes that Peoples Gas does a good job
and tries to work with people but he believes that the homes would be too close if they were put in the
impact area.

23

24

Mr. Irle asked Mr. Turner if there were any catch basins along the district tile.

25
26

Mr. Turner answered no.

27

28

Mr. Irle asked Mr. Turner ifthere are any lateral tiles.

29

30

Mr. Turner said he's not sure but believes there is a 15 inch. lateral in a proposed area.

31
32

Mr. Irle asked Mr. Turner if there any tile blowouts other than the eastside by the bridge along tract 4.

33
34
35

36
37
38
39
40
41

Mr. Turner said that's the only one he's aware ofbut its a few years since any other repairs were done on this
tile.
Ms. Griest asked the Board if there were any additional questions and there were none.
Mr. Wozniak said he like to correct a statement regarding distance and 200 meters for a class 2 high impact
distance area not 300 meters was the correct distance. He said Mr. Batman is not in class 2 so that does not
apply to him.
Ms. Griest asked if there were any additional questions and there were none.
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9

Ms. Griest said that concludes the witness register for this case.
Mr. Hall said the Board received a lot of new evidence this evening and did not get a chance to review it in
great detail and those who provided the information was worked hard in trying to get to you. He said Mr.
Bateman would like some direction ofhow to proceed. Mr. Hall said he would advise not taking any action
until you take time and review all the material and come back at the next available meeting date. Mr. Hall
said any guidance you can give Mr. Bateman or myself would be appreciated. He said if you feel that the
plan needs revising Mr. Bateman can begin working on it.

10
11
12

Ms. Griest asked if the board has any comments or discussion at this time.

13

Mr. Hall said the board should make of this information what it can. Both of the petitioners have were
notified in the beginning that there are gas lines in this area and at the time it was not clear what that meant.
Mr. Hall said he'd like to know what the regulations say about this density versus a greater density but when
it comes down to it the pink area is the impact area no matter if it's one house or five houses or fifteen
houses.

14
15

16
17
18

19

20
23
24
25

Mr. Hall said tract one has buildable area outside the pink area but tract three is entirely in the pink area,
tract four is entirely in the pink area, tract two is not entirely in the pink area but ifit's not in the pink area it
is the area it's in the high water area of the drainage swale.
Mr. Irle said the pink area was developed by the United States Department ofTransportation and the impact
area is based on actual events and hr feels it would be less than responsible not to take this under
consideration in dealing with the impact area.

26
27

28
29
30
31
32
33

Mr. Hall asked if the concern is that any lot have a realistic buildable area outside the pink area.
Ms. Griest stated that driveways and structures would not be permitted across the easement for drainage tile.
Mr. Bluhm stated he is concerned about the weight on the drainage tile area and especially when there is
digging and using a backhoe. He said the shaking of those tracks can crush the tiles especially during
construction.

34

35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42

Mr. Hall said these will be plat act lots and there won't be a platted subdivision, and the board could require
providing notice to purchasers ofthese lots. He said that even if it's in the pink area and it's in this part of
the county then they should know there is a Manlove storage area below them. He said that like with any lot
that would have some part in the pink area the Board could require some covenant or notice to all
purchasers.
Mr. Schroeder said he farms over a pipeline and is not sure how deep it is in the ground but they were two
blowouts in twenty years on it when they first put it in because they put it in wrong or something but they are
in contact with us. He said on both ends of his property there is a pressure gage that they know of and they
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Ms. Griest asked Mr. Schroeder ifthere were any issues he would like to see resolved before this casecomes
back.

5
6

7

Mr. Schroeder said he has never experienced anything like this before. He said on his property his tile runs
parallel with the pipeline so he never had to cross a tile.

8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Mr. Blum said he is concerned about the 90 foot easement and feels we need more clarification because if
the easement can be increased if another line is installed when does it end.
Mr. Goldenstein asked Mr. Puracchio how deep the pipeline is.
Mr. Puracchio answered approximately 3 to 5 feet.
Mr. Irle asked Mr. Puracchio how old is the pipeline on the Bateman property.
Mr. Puracchio answered it was installed in the 70's.
Mr. Irle asked Mr. Hall ifthere were any structures on the property at this time.

22
23
24

Mr. Hall answered yes. Mr. Hall went on to say the Board demonstrated a concern about homes being built
in the pink area as well as homes constructed along the drainage district tile area. He said there is a request
for a grass waterway through the whole property.

25
26
27
28

Mr. Irle asked Mr. Hall if the property is tillable.
Mr. Hall answered yes. Mr. Hall said if the petitioner took another look at tracts 2 and 3 he may find more
farm ground left there in the revised site plan.

29
30
31
32

33

Ms. Griest said the next available slot is August 31.
Mr. Blum moved, seconded by Mr. Irle to continue Case 520-AM-06 to August 31,2006. The motion
carried by voice vote.

34
35

Mr. Schroeder moved, seconded by Mr. Irle for a 5 minute recess. Motion carried by voice vote.

36
37

Ms. Griest called the meeting back to order

38
39
40
41

Case 542-AM-05 Petitioner: Louis and Jo Ann Wozniak Request: Amend the Zoning Map to allow for
the development of 35 single family homes in the AG-l Agriculture Zoning District by adding tbe
Rural Residential Overlay Zoning District to the subject property.
Location: An 81.5 acre tract ofland located in tbe E Y1 ofSW Y. of Section 22 of Newcomb Townsbip
and located on the west side of II. Rt. 47 between CR 2600N and CR 2650N
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Mr. Hall stated the subject property was not best prime farmland, so the conditions of any approval would
just be that the land is suitable for this number of lots and is compatible with surrounding agriculture. He
explained that with an RRO of this size the Summary of Evidence is pretty extensive and the department
received just this week a packet of information from People's Energy regarding the pipelines that are on
three sides of this property on the north, east, and south and there is also an adjacent well on the property to
the west. He explained that the board members got that submittal, and there were 10 extra copies on the table
tonight and more copies could be made for anyone who didn't get a copy although on the copies for the
public the map was in black and white so it wasn't quite as easy to read.
Mr. Hall stated that a late request was sent to the engineer to do an engineering review on this proposed
subdivision. He explained that the engineering review is primarily related to the existing swale and the
proposal to relocate it and carry the drainage in the roadside ditches, but since the request was sent out late
and the engineering review is not back yet. He also explained that he had a concern at the north end of the
property where the swale is proposed to be relocated on Lots 115 and 116. He explained that on these and
some of the other lots the swale is going to be filled and he was concerned about what that might mean for
septic suitability. He said that everything he can find in the Soil Survey and the Soil Potential Ratings
indicates that a lot of the soil on this property is wet soil. He explained that the Petitioner has done some
perc tests at three locations or maybe five locations and but he did not know how good perc test results are at
indicating wet soils. He explained that if this moved on to a full subdivision there would have to be some
kind of a soil investigation on each lot and he presumed that might find something different.
He concluded the brief overview by stating that the information in regards to the gas pipelines might mean
that this plan needs to be revisited but hoped that the board could give some direction. He also summarized
the tables that compare this to typical conditions on page 14 ofthe Summary ofEvidence: for two factors the
property is "ideal or nearly ideal" conditions relating to flood hazard status and environmental concerns, for
three factors the property is "much better than typical" conditions for road safety, effects of nearby farms,
and the LESA score; its "more or less typical" conditions for three factors availability ofwater, emergency
services, and drainage; and "much worse than typical" conditions for two factors septic suitability and other
hazards and that's related to the gas pipeline.
Mr. Knight passed out photos of the subject property to the board members.

31

32
33
34

Mr. Hall added that one frontage protest was received on this case so far from a neighbor to the north who
had a very small frontage and so that protest by itself would not trigger the supermajority requirement but
frontage protests are additive. He also added that the department had received several calls about the case.

35

36
37
38
39
40
41

42

Ms. Griest asked if there were any questions for Mr. Hall and there were none.
Mr. Louis Wozniak distributed material to the board members and staff He stated he was the co-petitioner
with his wife Jo Ann. He handed out a sheet showing the order of the presentation and with drawings
stapled to it.
Mr. Wozniak explained that the project location is in Newcomb Township on Rte. 47 approximately four
miles north of Mahomet on the west side ofthe road, section 22. He explained that on the next page is the
proposed layout that is really a concept plan and not even preliminary yet. He noted that there are some 35
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lots including outlots and two entrances and that on the drawing north is to the right and Rte. 47 is along the
2
bottom of the page. He also explained that the property is located between CR 2600 on the south and 2650
3 on the north.
4 Mr. Wozniak explained that they intended for this to be a rural subdivision in all terms because they know
5 there are individuals that would like to live in a rural setting, yet are not empowered to own a farm nor
6 willing to or wish to own a farm. He explained that the lots range anywhere from 1.2 to 2.8 to 3 acres lots,
7
which is a manageable size for a family and that they would like it to be family oriented and noted that there
8 are a great deal of cul-de-sacs and they are a very safe area for children to play rather than being on the main
9 lane through and make great playgrounds. He stated that he is also discussing this with Mahomet and with
10 Fisher as potential for incorporation with those municipalities.
11 Mr. Wozniak noted on the next page that the subdivision is bordered on the north by a residential area and it
12 is bordered on the west by a farmstead and it is bordered on the east side, north quarter by a farmstead. He
13 explained the area is residential in nature which would explain the residence less than halfa mile to the south
14
and the idea ofresidential is already there and there is nothing new about it with this subdivision. He stated
15 that the work is going to be done by Farnsworth and Farnsworth is a reputable developer and they will meet
16 all zoning regulations of the County and the state. He stated that their preference would be to have it as a
17 County type of rural development.
18 Mr. Wozniak noted a correction he wanted to make to the preliminary memorandum on page 12 where it
19 stated that the property is bordered to the north by a gas pipeline and it is not, there is a water pipeline to the
20 north not a gas pipeline and the gas pipelines are along the east side and south side only. He also
commented on the overall ratings on page 14 ofthe Preliminary Memorandum. He stated that he would not
argue with words like "ideal or nearly ideal" nor "much better than typical" but he asked if the "much less
23
than typical" on availability ofwater was for the County because he knows there areas in the County where
24 you can drill and not get too much. He explained that the subject property happened to be sitting on the
25 Mahomet valley aquifer so he would believe that it is "better than average". He explained that it is being
26 serviced by Mahomet fire department but Mahomet fire department has an agreement with Fisher and
27 Mahomet is about four to five miles away and Fisher is about four to five miles away so it really has two
28 responding emergency units instead of just one. He stated that in regards to drainage he would let the
29 drainage experts fight that one out.
30 Mr. Wozniak stated that gas lines have to be upgraded by Ameren inside Champaign or Urbana so while
31 there is a pink area on this map and the Board might be afraid ofpink that is not the purpose because ifthat
32
were the purpose then ifthe gas company needs 600 feet on each side they should have gotten an easement
33 of600 feet on each side but they don't and it's as simple as that. He stated that he should have mentioned in
34
the other case that there was a commentary made in the minutes ofthe previous case from the previous time
35 and he was quoted as saying that the gas company must remove its lines and the minutes show that's what he
36 said but he did not believe that is what he said but he might have. He explained that what he believed he
37 said is that when the density of homes or when the class location changes then the gas company must
38 increase the safety factor of its lines or move the lines and as he understand it there was at least one case in
39 the Manlove reservoir where a line was actually moved because it was not feasible to upgrade it there and
40 they had to move it. He stated that he fully agreed that they have the easement and the easement they have is
41
over his property and he has no question that they can do whatever they want in that easement but while they
42 are doing that they have to meet the federal regulations and if they can't do it there then they have to get an
easement somewhere else. He explained that they have to meet that and they have a certain period of time
1
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and he thought it is something like two years after a change in class location and after two years they must be
in accordance to the regulations. He stated that he did not know if there is a tape that he can look at and
3 correct it but he said it here and ifhe said it incorrectly he stands corrected and he appreciates catching it
but he did not believe that he didn't mean that and he knew that all along that that was the case.
4
Mr. Wozniak said that he was now working on the handout and the rest of his notes are from the material
5
6 that he received and that everyone received from People's Energy. He stated that he already said something
about the potential impact radius and he noticed that People's Mr. Puracchio's memo or notes refer to
7
192.901, which defines the potential impact radius but he did not mention 192.609/611 which specifically
8
says that it is the responsibility of the utility to fix so that they are in accord with the federal regulations. Mr.
9
Wozniak
explained that the packet he handed out has the relevant clauses in there so they can be digested by
10
the members ofthe board. Mr. Wozniak pointed out that there are ten or twelve houses along 47 in the pink
11
area
and that actually increases the safety because that line will have to be upgraded if it is not already
12
meeting the specifications so it will actually be a safer place for people like Mr. Kamerer who resides on the
13
northeast
corner right across 47 and he is within the pink area and will be safer because the line will be a
14
safer line. Mr. Wozniak also refereed to the discussion of noise from venting operations on occasion and
15
this
is a critical issue because Chicago could be half supplied on a cold winter's night by Manlove. Mr.
16
Wozniak stated we have public alert sirens that blare out around homes and those at least have to be loud
17
because they have to alert the residents of some impending danger but the pipe at the injection wells he
18
assumed that is where they do the relief because it would not be from the line and those don't have to be
19
noisy. He explained that automobiles have mufflers and mufflers are pretty much standard technology and
20
it's probably $500 worth of reshaping the port where the gas exits will quiet it down to where it wouldn't
disturb anybody. Mr. Wozniak also noted that the frequency of venting was not cited but it states that this
23 can happen and sure homes within the urban setting can blow up and lines can blow up. Mr. Wozniak
24 explained that when the tornado struck Ogden ten years ago there were so many fires and so many leaks and
25 so many torn meters that the power company had to shut off the gas in order to fix them so things can
26 happen. Mr. Wozniak went to their page three comment one that they say that the total easement is 90 feet.
27 He explained that three pipelines, thirty feet a piece, 90 feet, he can multiply but it turns out their pipelines
28 are all within the first 30 or 40 feet along Rte. 47. Mr. Wozniak said look at the implication of what this
29 really means and this means that ifthey put all their pipelines within 30 or 40 ofRte. 47 then they have three
30 easements, 30, 30, 30. He explained that the grant paper that's recorded does not state where these
easements are and there is no dimensioning of them so how they could conceivably come back to a farmer
31
32 who has a pipeline through the front of his house and say hey my second easement or my third easement
33 happens to go through your bathroom you better remove your sewage disposal, whatever. He stated that if
what they say is true, then this could conceivably be done because they did not use those easements, those
34
35 easements are free, and there are no pipelines there. He also noted that the easement was granted in 1965
36 and in 1980 the easement was renewed and subtracting 65 from 80 gives IS. He explained that he has not
37 checked this out with legal council and he was just giving a presumption at this time but for some reason or
38 another 15 years after the original they renewed it and the easements are not in perpetuity. He continued that
39 from 1980 to 2006 it's been 26 years and the easements have not been renewed and are the easements really
40 still there and is there such a thing as squatter's rights why have they not been renewed again, or reaffirmed?
Mr. Wozniak noted on page four the comment number 3, the County subdivision articles and they quote
41
42 this and give the number, easements shall contain no structure and/or accessory buildings, private or public
easements, ok that sounds reasonable, they have an easement, I keep my house offofit, but what they ask the
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board to do is the following: the People's version is prohibit garages, tool sheds, and paving, this means that
the farmer with a homestead which has given an easement can't really have a driveway going over it. Mr.
Wozniak explained that it turns out that in the plan he very carefully avoided placing any driveways and
there's no access to 47 and all access is internal specifically to keep paving off. Mr. Wozniak explained that
he did not feel bound to not put a perimeter walking path or a perimeter bicycle path and he stated that he
had a perfect right to do that.
Mr. Wozniak stated that had a couple other questions on Mr. Puracchio's memo and he was wondering on
page 5 there is a list of questions and question 1 is did the board check whether the proposal is consistent
with minimum lot requirements. Mr. Wozniak said that is almost derogatory and his experience has been
that the board and staff are overly careful about these things. Mr. Wozniak continued with question 2, culde-sacs 1300 feet in length; well the proposed plan that was given clearly shows the scale and it shows that
there are no cul-de-sacs there are greater than 800 or 900 feet in length. Mr. Wozniak stated that's all and he
hoped that it has not been too long and he was open to questions from the board.

14

15

Ms. Griest asked ifthere were any questions for Mr. Wozniak from the Board.

16
17

Mr. Irle asked if Mr. Wozniak received any payments for easements.

18
19

23
24

25
26

Mr. Wozniak answered that he did not receive any payment for the easement at this time but that he did not
think that the easement continued payment but he was not sure but the person he bought it from may be
receiving payment. He stated that for the easement it's reasonable to assume that its where the line is located
and there's a gas line, a water line, and an alcohol line, and they are all within the first 30 feet or so, so what
are we doing out at 90 feet, why are they claiming they have an easement out there. He stated that it's not
specified in the easement agreement where it is but it's only reasonable to assume that if an easement
agreement has been performed that the pipeline is on that easement agreement. Mr. Wozniak asked if that
answered Mr. Irle's question.

27

28
29
30
31
32

Mr. Wozniak stated that at this time he received no payment and that he never questioned that.

33
34
35

Mr. Goldenstein stated that payment was to be received on or before May 151 each such calendar year at $45
per acre.

36
37
38
39
40
41

Mr. Irle stated not quite and it indicated in the easement that's recorded that you should receive a payment
and that's why I was wondering if you received a payment or whether you forfeited those in the exchange
process.

Mr. Irle stated that the petitioner submitted a drainage report on May 20 th of this year and was wondering if
he was going to submit an updated drainage report because the current report states that there will be 35
residences built.
Mr. Hall stated that 35 residences is the correct number.
Mr. Wozniak stated that he wanted to add something about the perc test that he did. He explained that he did
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one in March when there was water in the ditches and there was pending on the surface and when he dug
down 27 inches there was water there and when he did the perc test the last six inches obviously did not go
down but they did just barely meet the six inches in six hours requirement. He explained that when he did it
two weeks ago, though, the water just went straight down, it was not a problem, but it was marginal in
March.
Mr. Goldenstein asked Mr. Wozniak how long he had owned the property.

8
9

Mr. Wozniak answered that he and his wife bought it earlier this year and he thought it was in January.

10
11

Mr. Goldenstein asked if Mr. Wozniak knew the pipelines were there when he bought the property.

12
13

Mr. Wozniak answered of course.

14
15

Mr. Bluhm asked Mr. Wozniak if he knew what size the drainage tile under the swale was.

16
17

23
24

Mr. Wozniak answered that he inspected the tile when a culvert was put in on CR 2600N and at the time he
thought it was a twelve-inch tile. He then went and asked Kevin Furtney, who is the road commissioner, ifit
was a twelve-inch tile and he said it was a six inch tile. Mr. Wozniak didn't recall that being the case so he
went back and dug up pieces oftile that turned out to be twelve inch tile and he went back to Mr. Furtney
and said the tile appeared to be twelve inches and Mr. Furtney said that was the settling basin. Mr. Wozniak
thought that seemed a little skimpy and maintained that it was a twelve inch tile but admitted he didn't know
for sure. Mr. Wozniak added that the tile was in very poor condition because there were pits along the swale
where the tile goes under, and this is the usual sign that something is broken and the soil is dumping into it.

25
26

Ms. Griest asked if there were anymore questions for Mr. Wozniak.

27
28
29
30

Mr. Wozniak said that the drainage tile he dug up would be replaced and maintained and he said there was
no question about that because it would serve double duty because it will also carry the effluent from the
property's sumps and things like that.

18
19

20

31

32
33

Mr. Irle asked Mr. Wozniak ifhe intended to keep the waterway as it was shown on the map ofthe Shiloh
Swale Subdivision.

34

35

Mr. Hall pointed out that the map Mr. Irle was looking at was from the Natural Resource Report.

36
37
38
39

Mr. Irle asked ifMr. Wozniak intended to maintain the tile along the whole length or just along the spot he
dug up.

40
41
42

Mr. Wozniak answered that he would maintain the tile along the whole length. Mr. Wozniak also mentioned
that there was one significant difference between the Concept Plan in the Preliminary Memorandum and
what he was now planning. He explained that and the plan showed a four acre outlot that was to contain a
detention pond and everyone seemed to agree that a detention pond was unnecessary, so he was now
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planning to not have a detention pond and leave that whole area as a wilderness type of area. He said that he
spoke with John Jay of the fire department and Mr. Jay neither approved nor disapproved ofthe subdivision
but did state that he could service it. The Mahomet school system neither approved nor disapproved but said
they could service the subdivision and Kevin Furtney the road commissioner also stated he did not
disapprove of it and he could service the area.
Mr. Goldenstein asked Mr. Wozniak ifhe was saying that the density oflots he was going to place along the
pipeline would require the pipeline company to upgrade the pipes.

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

23

24

Mr. Wozniak answered absolutely, that's federal regulations unless there's a chance that the pipeline already
meets the more stringent requirements for the 10 homes per mile area and in that case they don't have to do
anything but ifit doesn't then within two years they have to bring that to the higher safety standard.
Mr. Goldenstein asked ifhe heard the pipeline company testify during the last case that they have the right to
add additional pipelines wherever they want on the property.
Mr. Wozniak answered that he thought that was a legal question and he could only offer his feeling on the
issue which was that they have three pipelines and they claim to have thirty feet a piece for easement and if
they add one they would have to take one out.
Mr. Goldenstein said he had one hypothetical question and he mentioned that the way Mr. Wozniak
described the layout ofthe proposed subdivision, with the cul-de-sacs that they make very good playgrounds
and if the cul-de-sac in the pink zone were there and there were children playing in that cul-de-sac with
neighbor kids and whatever, and you had a ruptured pipeline, what would happen?

25
26
27

Mr. Wozniak answered that probably the same thing that would happen ifthere were kids in the backyard of
a house and it blew up because of a natural gas leak in the house.

28
29
30
31
32

33
34

35

36
37
38

39
40

41

Mr. Goldenstein said that Mr. Wozniak testified that the pressure in a house was very minimal compared to
these pipelines.
Mr. Wozniak answered that the pressure has nothing to do with it because the house will fill up with gas and
when it blows up it will take the whole yard. He said that as a matter of fact, although he didn't know this,
but from his engineering knowledge he would guess that a 2000 PSI pipeline would cause less havoc than a
1000 PSI because it would be such an intense heat that it would draw like a chimney so that all the air from
around would come in radially toward that and the wind could not shift it. The blowing up of a house will
kill you just as dead. He said that he understood that in the incident in 1998 the side ofa house was scorched
by the gas but in a case like this if'the house is offthen everyone gets into their garage they get in the car and
away they go. He stated that's the reason for the federal regulation or else the regulation would read do not
build in flashing pink zones but that's not what it reads, it reads the line has to be upgraded to take that into
consideration. That's what was done in Champaign-Urbana when the city moved on to the high pressure
pipelines then they had to be upgraded.
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Mr Tom Puracchio, Manager of Gas Storage for the People's Gas, Light, and Coke Company, stated that as
he had said before he has been with People's for twenty two years and has been the manager of the gas
storage field for the last five. He said that he neglected to mention before that he is an engineer and has a
degree in Industrial Engineering from Bradley University. He stated he would like to repeat most ofwhat he
6
7 said earlier so that it is in the record for this case as well and they operate the underground storage field north
8
of Mahomet known as Manlove Field, and the field underlies approximately 40 square miles of ground
encompassing virtually all ofNewcomb Township and parts ofBrown, East Bend, and Condit Townships
9
10
and parts ofBlue Ridge Township in Piatt County. Mr. Puracchio explained that Peoples and their affiliates
began drilling operations in 1959 and began injecting gas in the early 1960's and the operations progressed
11
to the point that they now have about 90 wells in total and they have about 70 miles ofgas pipelines, water
12
13
pipelines, and alcohol or methanol pipelines. He explained that the natural gas is stored about 4000 feet deep
14
and the pipelines are in the neighborhood of3 to 5 feet deep. He stated that the gas that is stored in Manlove
15
field is ultimately used in the City of Chicago and as he said earlier on a cold winter day as much as halfof
16
the gas used in Chicago can come from their facility. He said that his purpose tonight is to provide the
Zoning Board with information and also potential land owners and residents with information so that they
17
18
can make a more fully informed decision on the property. He said that he had also requested that a certain
19
statement be corrected and he understands Mr. Wozniak corrected that. Mr. Puracchio also requested that
20 People's Gas easement rights be reflected on the public record and on all plats associated with the property
and that one of their primary objectives is to get that on the plat so that all people will be fully informed
before they buy the property and so the board is fully informed before they make a decision on the property
as to what their rights are. He said that People's Gas easement rights are very clear and they are spelled out
23
24
in the easement document and they are perpetual and those rights are that People's Gas has the right to store
25 gas, they have the right to their existing pipelines and they have the right to install new pipelines. He
explained that the document clearly contemplates that and provides for that and those easement rights
26
encompass the entire parcel, the entire 81 acres and there are similar rights governing the installation ofnew
27
wells near the pipeline installation. He added that People's Gas also has the right to enter the property and
28
29 access those lines and wells and maintain them or install new ones and it's important that the Board as well
as future land owners be aware of that. He said that he was starting to sound like a broken record but what
30
he wanted to accomplish that future land owners and the Board and the public record indicate what People's
31
Gas rights are. He explained that there have been several instances over the past few years where people
32
have purchased property and a lot oftimes he gets phone calls on the day ofthe closing or the day before the
33
closing from people wanting to know what the easement is all about and in his opinion one ofthe things he
34
wants to accomplish is to move forward in educating the board and the public to the extent that this is a
35
public
hearing that People's Gas has easement rights and people need to be aware of what they are before
36
37 they buy the property and he thinks that is in everybody's best interests. Mr. Puracchio explained that the
proposed subdivision as currently drawn shows only thirty feet of easement for People's Gas lines and the
38
39 document clearly states that People's Gas has a certain width ofright ofway for each line depending on the
40 diameter of the line and in this case, these three lines each have a right ofway equivalent ofthirty feet. He
41
stated that in the instances where People's Gas has three lines along the eastern boundary and along the
42
easternmost portion ofthe southern boundary People's Gas has 90 feet ofeasement and where People's Gas
has two lines along the remaining of the southern boundary People's Gas has 60 feet ofeasement and along
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the northern boundary People's Gas currently has 30 feet of easement. He explained that the document
gives People's Gas the right to install additional pipelines on the parcel and while People's Gas has only one
3
line across the northern boundary currently, the document gives them the right to install other lines. He
4
explained that the proposed subdivision shows a bike and walking path around the perimeter and it was not
5 clear to him from the note that it extended around the entire perimeter but he suspected that it does he would
like clarification on that.
6
7
Mr. Puracchio stated that he wanted the Board to be aware that People's Gas does have an outstanding safety
8
record even though there had been a lot of talk about the 1998 event. He stated there's no question that was
9
spectacular, an eye opener, and as he stated earlier the 390 feet of impact zone the federal regulations now
10
discuss is a fair approximation ofwhat was seen in the 1998 event. He explained that in that event the wind
11
was blowing from the southwest to the northeast and the farm ground was scorched for quite a distance to
12
the northeast direction and he was sure that local people who were here at the time, he wasn't, would testify
13
to that as well. He explained that based on the weather conditions, one shouldn't expect it to go straight up.
14
He stated that People's Gas does take their responsibility quite seriously and they do endeavor to meet or
15
exceed all regulations regarding pipeline safety and are not trying to avoid or setting the stage to avoid
16
meeting those regulations and it is with their pleasure that they meet those regulations and that is what their
17 job. He pointed out that the safety regulations do define a potential impact radius as the radius of a circle
18
within which the potential failure ofa pipeline could have a significant impact on people or property and this
19
definition became part of the pipeline safety codes in 2004.
20
Mr. Puracchio stated that clearly the regulations do not in any way require that building not be allowed
within that zone and that's clearly not the intent of the code and that's not what he was trying to tell the
Z2 board but he was suggesting that the board keep in mind what that definition means and the fact that it's in
23
the pipeline safety regulations and it is worthy ofconsideration and certainly worthy ofknowing that its there
and notjust the board but future land owners or potential buyers and home builders on those lots deserve to
24
25 know that before they buy the property. He agreed that the subdivision that is drawn up is not dense enough
26 to trigger those particular pipeline safety regulations regarding that potential impact radius and the way the
27
codes are written as many as twenty homes, or twenty buildings intended for human occupancy would have
28
to fall inside a single circle of that radius, and clearly the way the subdivision is drawn up is not even close
29
to that. He explained that on the other hand, the code refers to a high consequence as an identified site, such
30 as a public place, a playground, a school, that kind of thing and if a single identified site falls within that
31
radius then the regulations kick in. He explained that People's Gas is not suggesting to the board that they
32
limit construction for the purpose of People's Gas avoiding the regulations but to let everyone know
33
People's Gas' easement rights and the potential if a pipeline does rupture and it is crucial that people
34
understand that People's Gas pipelines are at a much higher pressure with a normal operating pressure of
35
1750 pounds with a maximum allowable operating pressure for those pipelines by code of2000 pounds. He
36 explained that when calculating the potential impact radius he used the 2000 pounds rating or pressure and
37 that equates to the 393 feet and if you use the usual operating pressure of 1750 pounds it drops to 368 feet
38
but for purpose of the regulations the regulations require that we use the maximum allowable operating
pressure of 2000, not the normal operating pressure of 1750. He stated it is critical again that everyone
39
40 understand that People's Gas lines are at that higher pressure and not 30 or 40 or 60 or 150 pounds that
41
might be running through a normal subdivision or town and the impact radius is therefore much greater
because of the higher pressure.
Mr. Puracchio stated he would like to take a moment to clear up the different sections of the code that have
1
2

()
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been talked about tonight. He explained that he has been talking about the potential impact radius and ifthat
portion of the code is triggered pipeline companies like People's Gas have to take extra steps to ensure the
integrity of the pipeline, that portion of the code is known as the pipeline integrity portion, and if those
regulations are triggered; they're not in this case, but ifthey are People's Gas has to take additional steps of
additional monitoring and testing to continually verify the integrity on that line either through re-hydro
testing or some other means of collecting corrosion data or pipe condition data on that line and the pipeline
integrity portion ofthe code does not discuss replacing the pipe or upgrading the pipe. He explained that the
other portion 'Ofthe code that's been brought up tonight about class location is an entirely separate portion of
the code so there's an apples and oranges comparison going on here and it's one that can be easily clarified
with a little bit of time but the pipeline classification portion of the code is designed to require a certain
safety factor in the design pressure formula based on relative population density around the pipeline. He
further explained that the higher the population density the more stringent the safety factor is built into the
designed pressure calculation and ifthe population density increases to the point that a more stringent safety
factor is required, there's no doubt that People's Gas is required to abide by that and they fully intend to.
Mr. Puracchio explained that in this particular instance the pipe that is in the ground around that property
already meets the more stringent requirements of the Class 2 area and as it stands right now he did not
believe that People's Gas would have to replace any ofthe piping ifthe subdivision were built as proposed
but nevertheless there is a distinction between those two sections ofthe code that discuss class location and
pipeline integrity.
Mr. Puracchio summarized by saying that People's Gas easements are clearly spelled out in the document
and are perpetual and do grant People's Gas the right to lay additional lines and do specify that there's a
certain width of easement for each pipeline and People's Gas would like to have that on the property plats
and to make people aware of it.

24

25
26
27

Mr. Goldenstein asked if there were any plans now or in the future to add additional pipelines on the
northern boundary of the property

28
29
30

Mr. Puracchio answered they don't have any immediate plans to add additional lines there but he could not
rule out the future plans.

31

Mr. Bluhm stated that Mr. Puracchio was also going to clarify Part 2 of the easement that doesn't apply
anymore.

32
33
34

35

36
37

38
39

40
41
42

Mr. Puracchio answered that there was some discussion about an annual payment and the way these
documents are written is that the first sentence after the land description states that for and in consideration
of the payment of$63 per acre and then later on in about the third paragraph it says that in the event that the
consideration heretofore paid is not in excess of$45, the grantee shall pay grantor each calendar year $2 per
acre and so in this case we paid $63 per acre so therefore the $2 annual payment does not apply.
Mr. Bluhm asked if'basically they paid it all up front and there are no annual payments. Mr. Puracchio stated
that was correct.
Mr. Bluhm stated that People's Gas has a 90 foot easement along Route 47 and asked if People's Gas would
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decide to run another pipeline and could they put it all the way to the western portion of that 90 foot
easement?
Mr. Puracchio answered that they could lay another pipeline there however, that same section has two
distinct concepts and one is the width ofthe right-of-way and one is the placement ofthe pipeline within that
right-of-way. He explained that the document clearly states that the pipeline does not have to be in the
center of that right-of-way and the document also states that when they lay pipelines they have to be within
50 feet of a highway centerline, section line, quarter line, or established fence line. He explained that under
the scenario just put forth, laying it somewhere near 90 feet from the highway right-of-way line would seem
to be precluded by the 50 foot requirement. He summarized by saying that People's Gas has an easement
strip that is 90 feet wide which gives them access to both sides of the pipeline and builds in a little safety
factor to keep people from putting a foundation or other structures next to the pipeline and at the same time
there's a requirement that the pipes themselves be within 50 feet but that's two distinct concepts. He stated
that the placement ofthe pipe within 50 feet and the width ofthe easement depending on the diameter ofthe
pipeline with a certain width for each pipeline and normally speaking People's Gas wouldn't have occasion
to lay more than the three they have because they carry three things: alcohol, gas, and water. He said that he
thought that was contemplated when the easement was written and that's why the statement is in there that
allows them to lay additional lines in the future but the prospect ofPeople's Gas laying three lines side by
side in a 90 foot strip was contemplated when the document was written, and that, in part, is also why the 50
foot restriction is in there as well.

( §w'
'~~%

Mr. Irle asked, in regards to the perpetuity ofthe easement, is the easement automatically renewable without
ratification of all concerned parties.

23
24
25 Mr. Puracchio answered that the easement is clearly perpetual and carries on to subsequent owners or a
subsequent company that may purchase People's. He stated that there is a document in the record that
26
27 indicates the document was reaffirmed but he does not know what occurred to cause that to happen but he
28 thinks it was superfluous. He explained that People's Gas has easements over 40 square miles ofproperty
and they don't reaffirm them regularly. He suspected there was a property issue that came up and somebody
29
asked for it to be done, so it was done as an exception rather than a rule.
30
31
Mr. Irle stated that the only language he could find that indicated when an easement would be terminated
32
was on the occasion of People's abandonment of the line.
33
34
Mr. Puracchio stated that clearly ifthey abandon operations and abandon the lines that's a different case, but
35
they
haven't and they don't intend to.
36
37
Mr. Schroeder stated that he could see why they would have to expand ifthe demand for their product would
38
be more in the Chicago area, there would come a time when you would have to expand and have more lines.
39

40
41

As the cities grow you have to have width there, you can't be isolated. He could see why that would happen
even ifhouses were built over here, you could still have a pipeline pretty close to your house, and a 50 or 90
foot line.
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Mr. Puracchio stated that what they have asked for is for the board to not allow building within their 90 foot
easement and they haven't asked the board to preclude someone from building within the red zone on the
map but they put that red zone there most importantly to educate the board and the public about what the
pipeline safety codes say. He said that People's Gas fully recognize that the codes do not in any way by
themselves prohibit anyone from building within that zone and they are not asking the board to prohibit that
and it is there for informational purposes for the Board and for future potential landowners and residents to
know about.
Mr. Hall stated that he had a question not related to this case, and asked if it was often they find someone
building a home within their easement.
Mr. Puracchio answered no, not within the easement.

16
17
18

Mr. Hall stated that the County permits homes in Newcomb Township all the time and it's true that the
Ordinance states that the Department can't authorize construction in an easement but the Department has no
record ofwhere the easements are. He added that most ofthe homes in Newcomb Township aren't even in
recorded subdivisions and he was just wondering how full proofthe system really is but he understood Mr.
Puracchio to be saying that it hasn't been a problem.

19
20

Mr. Puracchio stated that to his knowledge there are none within an easement.

15

23
24

25
26
27

Ms. Griest stated that she understood the premise that People's has 90 feet ofeasement because the easement
document stated that the pipeline constructed herein need not be laid in the center of its own right of way
strip, but she asked about the areas where there were less than three pipelines, ifan easement were recorded
in the process that says they only have a 30 foot easement, then how does that protect future landowners or
People's as the easement holder in the future ifthey want to come in and lay two more pipelines? She asked
if People's has the perpetual right to continue to go in and capture additional easement at their discretion.

28
29 Mr. Puracchio stated they do within the constraints ofthe document and those are that the pipelines have to
30
be within 50 feet and they have to follow a border ofsome type: a section line, a highway right ofway line, a
31
quarter section line.
32
33
Mr. Irle asked if People's has a maximum easement of90 feet.
34
35
Ms. Griest asked ifthere was any provision in the easement document that prevented them from layingmore
36
than three pipelines other than just their current need to not have more than three.
37
38 Mr. Puracchio stated that there was not.
39
40 Ms. Griest stated that the document of easement and pipeline right-of-way gives People's the legal right as
41
42

long as you're within the bounds of the section and road line to continue to expand your easements
indefinitely within those parameters.
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Mr. Puracchio stated that was correct.

2

3
4

Mr. Goldenstein stated that was where he was going when he asked if there any plans to lay any more pipes
near the property.

5

6

Ms. Griest stated that she thought that was what she was hearing but she wanted to make sure.

7

8
9

10

Mr. Irle asked if the development density would prevent People's from laying additional lines.

25

Mr. Puracchio stated that it would not prohibit them and they are mixing up the two different parts of the
code again. He explained that the population density around the line can add additional obligations on their
part and those obligations are if the class location were to change to a higher density class then they would
have to use a more stringent safety factor in the design pressure calculation which means People's Gas
would either have to downgrade the pipe to operate at a lower pressure or potentially replace the pipe with
stronger pipe to meet that more stringent requirement. He explained that the situation here is that the pipe
that's in the ground already meets that more stringent safety factor ofa class 2 area so if 11 more homes are
built within a mile People's Gas will have to use a more stringent safety factor in the design pressure
calculation and won't be affected by that because the pipe in the ground already meets that more stringent
safety factor. He said he believed it is 20 or more homes within a single impact circle and clearly that's not
the case here or an identified site such as a school, a playground, or some other area of public assembly
would have to fall within that circle or zone, but even if that did happen People's Gas would have to do
additional monitoring and investigation requirements would kick in and they would not be required to
replace the pipe in that scenario either. He explained that the federal codes are confusing and long but they
are clearly understood by the company and they fully understand their obligations and fully intend to comply
with them and they are not asking the County Board to relive them of any ofthose obligations.

26
27

Ms. Griest asked the Board if they had any questions and there were none.

11
12

13
14
15

16
17
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23
24

28
29

30
31
32
33
34
35

36
37
38
39
40
41

42

Mr. Irle moved, seconded by Mr. Goldenstein to extend tbe meeting 15 more minutes. Tbe motion
carried by voice vote.
Mr. Jack Lawler declined to speak.
Mr. Frank Kamerer, 2648 CR 350E, stated that he owned 80 acres to the east ofMr. Wozniak's on the east
side of Route 47. He stated that he has a livestock operation and he's been up there for 54 years which is
longer than the gas company has been up there. Mr. Kamerer said he was gone 21 months, 10 days during
the Korean War, and that's the only time he was gone. He explained that now he has got neighbors to the
north of him and to the east of him and they're on 5 acre plots and some of these people have come in and
bui It almost on top of the pipeline. He said that they don't know what they are doing and they think it's the
little gas line in the city and they still want to stay there. Mr. Kamerer said he did not know why they would
want to build on a gas line. Mr. Kamerer said his home is around 300 feet from the one across the road and
that's too close because he was up there when the line blew and it blew a couple of years before that to the
west. Mr. Kamerer said a joint blew out and it put a hole in the ground so big you could put a bus in it Mr.
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Kamerer said he had problems with some of the neighbors arouna mere trying to close his livestock
business. He said at the south end of that 80 acres and a quarter mile to the east he has another livestock
operation and people have called the EPA trying to put him out ofbusiness. Mr. Kamerer said the EPA said
his businesses are grandfathered in but when ifget him surrounded they might have a chance. He said that he
raised hogs for years and now he has cattle and the people across the road and he both thinks it smells bad
part ofthe time. Mr. Kamerer said he asks these people if they knew where they were building and they tell
him that they do. He stated he doesn't want to hear one word ofcomplaint about noise, smell, or spreading
manure and no one has complained but when they get him surrounded they might get him. He said he hopes
they have enough money to buy him out.
Mr. Kamerer said when you get to the gas company, he's probably got near 2 miles of gas line and three
wells and they replaced three quarters of a mile last year. He said it's been 2 years so he guesses its doing
alright. Mr. Kamerer said their lines can run along roadways, fence lines and now they got one along this
subdivision and he doesn't see where the demand is for it. He said we have for sale signs nearly every corner
around there and why would you want to put people in danger of this pipeline. He said these pipes are man
made and some day it's going to fail he said they did a pretty good job so far. He said he thinks there's going
to be a playground. Mr. Kamerer asked why would someone put children on a pipeline and it just doesn't
make any sense to him. He said he doesn't know if there is that much of a demand for people to move out
there or not, maybe there is.

24

Ms. Griest asked Mr. Kamerer how many head ofcattle he has. Mr. Kamerer answered he has had 60 to 70
head of cattle 35 chickens and 1000 turkeys but right now all I have is my cattle. Ms. Griest asked Mr.
Kamerer if right now he has 50 to 70 head of cattle. Mr. Kamerer answered no, about 60 to 70 head
including small calves.

25
26

Ms. Griest asked if anyone had any questions and there were none.

23

27

28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35

36
37
38
39

40
41

Doug Emkes stated in 1978 he was Mr. Kamerer's only neighbor and now there are about 70 families out
there. He said he and his wife own 5 acres where the house is and the 40 acres next to the property in
question and a 14 acre lake. He said there are 35 houses and mom and pop both have to work to pay for the
house and some who may have homes may not have kids and others may have 2 kids. He said if you are a
boy you come home and start talking on the phone to your boyfriend where do you think those 2 boys are
going to be? He asked who's responsibility is it to keep them out of the lake how big of fly swatter is his
wife suppose to have and who's to put up the fence and is it his problem or is it Mr. Wozniak's. He said that
he was there first and you were talking about squatter's rights and he is just asking. He said he agreed with
Mr. Kamerer there are houses back there for sale 30r 4hundred thousand dollars. He said the next thing is, is
there a requirement ofhouse size and what is all this going to do to the value ofhouses out there already and
is there any concern about that. He said those are questions he and his wife have and that's the reason they
moved out there. He said they are farmers and that's why they moved to the country. He said he has ground
saturation problems on the 40 acres he owns and about 90 percent of that drains to the east and Frank
Kamerer's drains to the west. He said the tile that Mr. Wozniak was talking about when he dug it up was a
12-inch tile and it goes across the road not a drainage district tile. He said the tile that is broke down is eight
to ten inches according to CFM. He said I need to know what my ground impact is going to be and if my tile
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is going to be plugged up. He said he spent $9,800.00 a couple of years ago just to tile a wet spot that only
drains to the east and what is that going to him and where is all his ground water going to go. He said that
those are concerns of his and he thinks he has a legitimate case. He said he would like the board to take that
under consideration not that he has a problem with neighbors, Mr. Kamerer has been grouchy enough for the
last 2 t03 years but he learned to live with it but ifthere is 35 ofthem he doesn't know how he is going to do.
He said his main concern is who is going to keep the kids off of his property and the drainage issue. Mr.
Ernkes said there are county roads on both sides and he lives on Newcomb Twp. Border and the impact of35
to 70 people on that road maybe it is a good idea not to be able to pull out onto Route 47 with it bad enough
as it is on that road but the impact on 2600 and 2650 what's it going to be like now. He said right across
from his driveway 2 years ago they had an accident where a lady got hit pulling out ofher driveway and he
would like the Board to take that under review.
Ms. Griest asked Mr. Hall if he has any questions for Mr. Emkes.
Mr. Hall asked Mr. Emkes if he said he replaced some tile a few years ago connected to the tile on this
property.
Mr. Emkes replied that he hooked into existing tile.
Mr. Hall asked Mr. Emkes ifhe knew where the tile is located.
Mr. Emkes answered he has a tile map ofthem.

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Mr. Han stated that if you know where tile is on the subject property this Board could require that to be
taken into account here in the planning stage.
Mr. Emkes said it was all done by GPS along with the gas company and he knows they have maps ofthat.
He said Scott Day would have provided the gas company with those tunnel maps also.
Mr. Hall said if you can provide the Board with the location of those tiles it would be much easier to take
that into account at this stage rather than later.

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Mr. Emkes said mine would be GPS into the existing tile and he's not saying that's an the tile that's out
there.
Mr. Hall said any location you could give this Board could be taken into account.
Ms. Griest said if you could provide John those maps within the next week or so that would be great.
Ms. Griest asked if there were any other questions for Mr. Ernkes.
Mr. Irle asked Mr. Ernkes ifhe would like a fence between his property and the proposed subdivision.
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Mr. Emkes answered yes, some kind of fence. We put our pond far enough offthe road so no one would ever
know it was back there.

3
4

Ms. Griest ifthere were any other questions for Mr. Ernkes and there were none.

5
6
7

Dave Nelson who lives at 2659 N Co. Rd. 350E Mahomet and he said he has a lot of issues he would like to
discuss in depth but due to the time he would just hit some of the high points.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

23
24

Ms Griest interrupted and said he will have another opportunity as well and you are welcome to submit your
comments in writing in advance.
Mr. Nelson said that a lot of the people in Champaign County are like himself, surprised that we are even
talking about putting a subdivision four miles outside ofMahomet in the country. He said that we have been
talking about this with Peoples Gas and what the neighborhood expectations are and everybody who moved
out there expected to live in the country not in a subdivision. He said that all the other properties around
there are five acres plus with Doug's probably the biggest. He said in 2002 there was a change and he didn't
know ifeveryone along with himselfunderstood what that change was but he did not think anybody wanted
the change to consist ofputting a subdivision anywhere in Champaign County without it being adjoining to a
city or being a proposed expansion of that city in the future. Mr. Nelson said that he is all for expansion and
growth but this is four miles out, four miles north. He said it is going to be a while before this gets built in.
He said there are some subdivisions that already went through with five-acre tracts and he would like to see
everything continue to stay in five-acre tracts.
Ms. Griest interrupted and asked for a motion to continue the hearing.

25
26
27

Mr. GoJdenstien moved seconded by Mr. Blubm to continue tbe bearing for anotber 15 minutes. Tbe
motion carried by voice vote.

28
29
30
31
32

33
34
35
36
37

38
39
40
41

Mr. Nelson said that the perc tests need to be reviewed because we have been under a drought and this
should be reviewed under normal conditions as opposed to the drought that we had. He said that it is
incomplete as to what drainage tile we need through there for proper drainage. He said that his property
adjoins the creek downstream and he did not see anything with regards to an environmental impact with any
of these reports on what it is going to do to the water and the erosion factor downstream. He said that the
creek does flood and the creek bed does overflow and it gets to be four to five feet at times so he said he is
concerned with the erosion on the backside of his property from the expanding creek and also concerned
about the environmental impact which so far does not address and how water gets off of the property. He
said they are not looking at the downstream effect. Mr. Nelson said that sewage factors are another concern.
He said that if a subdivision gets put in there will be special problems for sewage. Mr. Nelson said that after
living out here for the past ten years we have had problems with some of the septic systems out there and the
neighbors have been able to work it out but there is theory and then there is practical reality. He said that
finding someone to service these systems and maintain them for you is not as easy as you think it might be
due to proprietary rights. Mr. Nelson said that People's Gas are great neighbors and he thinks they try to
keep the gas line safe but you have to remember that People's Gas did not manufacture the pipe line that's
24
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being put in the ground. He said that the gas lines you are talking about with People's Gas are totally
different than the feeder lines that run through Champaign and Urbana. He said that he was there at the 1998
event and he has video of it if the Board would like to see it. He said the only caution is he could not get the
camera to capture it at 3:OOam because his house is one mile away from where the line blew up but he said it
sounded like a jet landed on Route 47. He said the staging area for the Com Belt Fire Department was
Shiloh Methodist Church and they could not go any closer until People's Gas shut that gas line down. Mr.
Nelson said he could get his camera to focus in on the flames until it died down. Mr. Nelson asked if
government agencies have the right to inform the people. He said that the realtor did not fully inform ofwhat
it was and he was told that a two hundred foot radius was fine. He said that he is three hundred feet away
from a well head and he said he is too close. He said that the governmental bodies do have the right and duty
to keep people informed. Hs said these maps are excellent and wish he would have had them before he
bought his house.

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

~

Ms. Griest asked if there were any questions and there were none.
Mr. Tom Knuth who lives at 336 CR2650N across the street from the proposed subdivision said that the
entrance is across from his driveway. He said he may be the newest member out there and that he retired
from the military and just moved out there last year. He said he has a drainage ditch that runs along the west
side ofhis property and circles around the north end ofhis property and Mr. Nelson informed him that a few
years ago that halfofhis back yard was under water. He said that he is concerned about where that drainage
is going to go if there is extra drainage from that land. He said he has a lot more to learn about what the
future of the subdivision might be but he did appreciate the conversations tonight and appreciates the
opportunity to address the Board.

23
24
25 Ms. Griest asked if there were any questions for Mr. Knuth and there were none.
26
27 Ms. Griest said that concludes the names on the witness register and will not ask for additional
28 signatures at this time. Ms. Griest asked Mr. Hall if he needed anything from the Board or if he had a
29 continuation date.
30
Mr. Hall answered that ifthe Board thinks there should be changes to this plan they should pass that along at
31
32 this time.
33
Mr. Irle asked if this is a carbon copy from the prior case.
34
35
36 Ms. Griest said that I think there is one additional factor here that we don't have in the last case and that is
37
related to the adjacent livestock operation.
38
39 Mr. Hall said he will follow up with Mr. Kamerer on that and find out the locations and have them mapped

40
41
4

for the next time.
Mr. Bluhm said he would like to find out the location of the drain tile because he believes this is an
agricultural tile and should be used for agricultural purposes and not for residential.
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Mr. Goldenstien said he did not think much has been done about the swale especially to the north because
they run between two or three lots.

4

5
6

Mr. Hall said the proposal is to refashion the swale so that it's a roadside ditch. He said he has some
concerns about that but he will have the engineers report on it by the next meeting.

7
8
9

Mr. Bluhm said he would like clarification on Mr. Wozinak's bike path on that outlot but there seems to be
no paving and that would be within that 90 foot easement.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Mr. Hall said he did not think in the proposal there were supposed to be paving but just grass.
Mr. Bluhm said that if he is having a walking! bike path it should not be grass for bike path.
Ms. Griest asked if this case could be heard on August 31, 2006.
Mr. Hall answered yes.
Mr. Bluhm moved seconded by Mr. Irle to continue Case 542-AM-06 Louis and JoAnn Wozniak to
August 31, 2006. The motion carried by voice vote.
Staff Report

23

24
25

No report

26

Other Business

27
28

No report

29
30

Adjournment

31
32
33
34

Ms. Griest declared meeting adjourned. I0:27pm
Respectfully submitted

35
36

Secretary of Zoning Board of Appeals

37

38
39
40
41
42
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CASE NO. 615-V-OB
PRELIMINARY MEMORANDUM
Ch3!npllign May 23, 2008
Petitioners James A. Hughes, Carol L.

Fluck, and Judy A. Kirby

Site Area

approx. 1.0 acres

Time Schedule for Development:
Ad111il1istrati::ookefis

~)LO-L'+""U

N/A

Prepared by:

J.R. Knight
Associate Planner
John Hall
Zoning Administrator

Request: Authorize the creation and use

of a lot with an average lot width of
164.75 feet in lieu of the required
minimum average lot width of 200 feet
in the AG-l Agriculture Zoning
District.
Location A one acre tract in the
Northwest Quarter of the Southwest
Quarter of the Northeast Quarter of
Section 17 of Philo Township and
commonly known as the house at 968
North CR 1350E, Tolono.

BACKGROUND
Co-Petitioner Judy Kirby first inquired with staff about dividing the subject property from a larger parent
tract on December 27, 2007. The subject property required a Plat of Subdivision to be approved by the
County Board. A letter regarding the proposed subdivision was received on April 10, 2008, and indicated
that the subject property would have an average lot width of only 164.75 instead of the required 200 feet.
The Petitioners desire to obtain a variance to authorized the lesser average lot width due an existing
easement of access south of the subject property and because the subject property is surrounded on all
sides by farmland.
This case was advertised as requiring a variance for lot area as well as for average lot width. However,
after the legal ad was placed staff realized the subject property did meet the minimum requirement of one
acre for lot area.

EXTRATERRITORIAL JURISDICTION
The subject property is not within the one and one-half mile extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ) of a
municipality with zoning. Municipalities do not have protest rights in variance cases and are not notified
of such cases.

EXISTING LAND USE AND ZONING

Direction
Onsite
North I
East
West
South

Case 615- V-OB
James A. Hughes, Carol L Fluck, and Judy A. Kirby
2008

ATTACHMENTS

A
B
C

Zoning Case Maps for Case 615-V-08 (Location, Land Use, Zoning)
Proposed Plat of Hughes Race Street First Subdivision dated March 20, 2008
Draft Summary of Evidence for Case 613-S-08

ATT ACHMENT A. LOCATION MAP
Case 615-V-OB
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PRELlJl1INARY DRAFT
615-V-08
FINDING OF FACT
AND FINAL DETERMINATION
of
Champaign County Zoning Board of Appeals

Final Determination:
Date:

May 29, 2008

Petitioners:
Request:

{GRANTED / GRANTED WITH SPECIAL CONDITIONS / DENIED}

James A. Hughes, Carol L. Fluck, and Judy A. Kirby
Authorize the creation and use of a lot with an average lot width of 164.75 feet in lieu
of the required minimum average lot width of 200 feet in the AO-l Agriculture Zoning
District.

SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE

From the documents of record and the testimony and exhibits received at the public hearing conducted on May
29, 2008, the Zoning Board of Appeals of Champaign County finds that:
1.

The Petitioners, James A. Hughes, Carol L. Fluck, and Judy A. Kirby are the beneficiaries of the Hughes
Estate that owns the subject property.

2.

The subject property is a proposed one acre tract in the Northwest Quarter of the Southwest Quarter of
the Northeast Quarter of Section 17 of Philo Township and commonly known as the house at 968 North
CR l350E, Tolono.

3.

The subject property is not located within the one and one-half mile extraterritorial jurisdiction of a
municipality with zoning. Municipalities do not have protest rights in variance cases and are not notified
of such cases.

GENERALLY REGARDING LAND USE AND ZONING IN THE IMiHEDIATE VICINITY

Regarding land use and zoning on the subject property and adjacent to it:
The subject property is zoned AO-l Agriculture. It is currently in use as a single family dwelling.
B.

All the land surrounding the subject property is zoned AO-l Agriculture and is in use as
farmland.

GENERALLY REGARDING TilE

5.

PROPOSED~.,'/TEPLAN

plan is the proposed

Subdivision, as
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A.

The proposed lot is approximately 1.00 acre in area.

B.

The proposed lot is 162.48 feet wide at the west end and 167.02 feet wide at the east end, which
gives an average lot width of 164.75.

C.

There IS a pre-existing 25 feet wide easement of access along the south line of the proposed lot.

D.

The proposed lot is 264.40 feet deep along the north line and 246.46 feet deep along the south
line, which gives an average lot depth of 264.43 feet.

GENERALLY REGARDING SPECIFIC ORDINANCE REQUIREMENTS AND ZONING PROCEDURES

6.

Regarding specific Zoning Ordinance requirements relevant to this case:
A.
The following definitions from the Zoning Ordinance are especially relevant to the requested
variances (capitalized words are defined in the Ordinance):
(1)
"LOT" is a designated parcel, tract or area ofland established by PLAT, SUBDIVISION
or as otherwise permitted by law, to be used, developed or built upon as a unit.
(2)

"LOT LINES" are the lines bounding a LOT.

(3)

"LOT WIDTH, AVERAGE" is the LOT AREA divided by the LOT DEPTH or,
alternatively, the diameter of the largest circle that will fit entirely within the LOT
LINES.

B.

In the Zoning Ordinance, the minimum required average lot width for the AG-1, Agriculture
District is established by Section 5.3 to be 200 feet minimum.

C.

Paragraph 9.1.9 D. of the Zoning Ordinance requires the ZBA to make the following findings for
a vanance:
(1 )

That the requirements of Paragraph 9.1. 9 C. have been met and justify granting the
variance. Paragraph 9.1.9C. of the Zoning Ordinance states that a variance from the terms
of the Champaign County Zoning Ordinance shall not be granted by the Board or the
hearing officer unless a written application for a variance is submitted demonstrating all
of the following:
(a)
That special conditions and circumstances exist which are peculiar to the land or
structure involved which are not applicable to other similarly situated land or
structures elsewhere in the same district.
(b)

That practical difficulties or hardships created by carrying out the strict
of
the regulations sought to be varied prevent reasonable and otherwise permitted
use of the land or structures or construction on the lot.
circumstances, hardships, or practical QIIIlCUIIIes
not
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(2)

D.

(d)

That the granting of the variance is in harmony with the general purpose and
intent of the Ordinance.

(e)

That the granting of the variance will not be injurious to the neighborhood, or
otherwise detrimental to the public health, safety, or welfare.

That the variance is the minimum variation that will make possible the reasonable use of
the land or structure, as required by subparagraph 9.1.9D.2.

Paragraph 9.1.9 E. of the Zoning Ordinance authorizes the ZBA to prescribe appropriate
conditions and safeguards in granting a variance.

GENERALLY REGARDING SPECIAL CONDITIONS THAT iHA Y BE PRESENT

7.

Generally regarding the Zoning Ordinance requirement of a finding that special conditions and
circumstances exist which are peculiar to the land or structure involved which are not applicable to other
similarly situated land or structures elsewhere in the same district:
A.
The Petitioners have testified on the application that, "A private access easement is located
along the southern side of the proposed one (1) lot subdivision. The owner does not want to
encumber the existing private access easement by addition of multiple land owners. The
private access easement location precludes compliance with Section 5.3 of the ordinance."
B.

The Hughes Estate does not own the adjacent farmland to the north of the proposed lot.

C.

There is a pre-existing easement of access along the south line of the proposed lot.

GENERALLY REGARDING ANY PRACTICAL DIFFICULTIES OR HARDSHIPS RELATED TO CARRYING OUT THE
STRICT LETTER OF THE ORDINANCE

8.

Generally regarding the Zoning Ordinance requirement of a finding that practical difficulties or
hardships related to carrying out the strict letter of the regulations sought to be varied prevent reasonable
and otherwise permitted use of the land or structures or construction on the lot:
A.
The Petitioner has testified on the application that, "Strict adherence would disallow creation
of the proposed subdivision and require sale of the residential structure and adjacent farm
ground as a single unit."
B.

Regarding expansion of the subject property to mitigate the variance:
(l)
The Hughes Estate does not own the adjacent farmland to the north of the proposed lot.
There is a pre-existing easement of access along the south line of the proposed lot.
the proposed lot were made to comply with
200 feet
lot width requrrement
the easement of access would have to
open and the south 36
of the lot
not be
use.
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GENERALLY PERTAINING TO WHETHER OR NOT THE PRACTICAL DIFFICULTIES OR HARDSHIPS RESULT FROJH
THE ACTIONS OF THE APPLICANT

9.

Generally regarding the Zoning Ordinance requirement for a finding that the special conditions,
circumstances, hardships, or practical difficulties do not result from the actions of the Applicant:
A.
The Petitioner has testified on the application that, "Private access easement was created by
Book 1035, Page 440 dated July 15, 1974 prior to adoption of Champaign County Land Use
Goals and Policies on November 29, 1977."
B.

The Petitioners, as beneficiaries ofthe Hughes Estate, received the subject property in its current
configuration, with all existing structures and the existing easement already in place.

GENERALLY PERTAINING TO WHETHER OR NOT THE VARIANCE IS IN HARMONY WITH THE GENERAL PURPOSE
AND INTENT OF THE ORDINANCE

10.

Generally regarding the Zoning Ordinance requirement for a finding that the granting of the variance is
in harmony with the general purpose and intent of the Ordinance:
A.
The Petitioner has testified on the application that, "The requested variance will permit the
creation of one (1) rural residential lot with less than one tenth (0.1) acre loss in
agricultural production area. Private access easement created by ancestor of current
owners."
B.

Besides the importance of accommodating onsite wastewater treatment and disposal as part of
the basis for the minimum average lot width requirement, other considerations are as follows:
(l)
Adequate light and air: The subject property contains a single home and is surrounded by
farmland and a few buildings from an adjacent farmstead.
(2)

Separation of structures to prevent conflagration: Structures in the rural zoning districts
are generally located farther from fire protection stations than structures in the urban
districts and the level of fire protection service is generally somewhat lower given the
slower response time. The subject property is within the Philo Fire Protection District and
the station is approximately 4.25 road miles distant.

(3)

Aesthetics may also playa part in the minimum lot area requirement.

(4)

There is no indication on the proposed site plan of the location of the septic system.

The subject property has an average lot width of 164.75 feet, which is 82.3
200 feet
a variance of 1
Reducing the amount of variance is one

of the required

to ensure that any variance is more in harmony
general intent and purpose
Ordinance. The proposed lot is as
as is practical
the surrounding farmland and adjacent easement access.
The requested variances are not prohibited by the

LJV'H"');
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GENERALLY PERT4.INING TO THE EFFECTS OF THE REQUESTED VARIANCE ON THE NEIGHBORHOOD AND THE
PUBLIC HEALTH, SAFETY, AND WELF4.RE

11,

12.

Generally regarding the Zoning Ordinance requirement for a finding that the granting of the variance
will not be injurious to the neighborhood, or otherwise detrimental to the public health, safety, or
welfare:
A.
The Petitioner has testified on the application that, "A residential structure is located on the
proposed subdivision. No new infrastructure or residential traffic will be created. No new
residential driveway will be required."
B

The Petitioner is not proposing to alter the property or its use in any way, and the uses on this
property are long standing with no record of complaints against them. There should be no effect
on the public health, safety, or welfare, therefore, from the proposed variance.

C.

The Fire Protection District has received notice of this variance but no comments have been
received,

D.

The Township Highway Commissioner has also received notice of this variance, but no
comments have been received.

On the application the Petitioner has also testified that, "Inclusion of private easement would not
comply with Section 5.3. Additional land south of the private easement is required to comply with
Section 5.3."

Cases 615- V-DB
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DOCUMENTS OF RECORD
1.

Letter
A
B
C
D
E
F
E

from Roger Meyer, Project Engineer, received on April 10, 2008, with attachments:
Letter to Anne
Haaker dated March 26, 2008
Letter to Rick Pietruska dated March 26, 2008
Letter to Champaign County Soil and Water Conservation District
Site Location Map (based on Champaign County Land Atlas and Plat Book)
Site Location Map (based on aerial photography)
Site Location Map (based on aerial photography)
Proposed Plat of Hughes Race Street First Subdivision dated March 20, 2008

2.

Application from James A. Hughes, Carol L. Fluck, and Judy A. Kirby, received on April 10,2008

3.

Preliminary Memorandum for Case 572-V-06, with attachments:
A
Zoning Case Maps for Case 615-V-08 (Location, Land Use, Zoning)
B
Proposed Plat of Hughes - Race Street First Subdivision dated March 20, 2008
C
Draft Summary of Evidence for Case 613-S-08
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FINDINGS OF FACT
From the documents of record and the testimony and exhibits received at the public hearing for zoning Case
615-V-08 held on May 29, 2008, the Zoning Board of Appeals of Champaign County finds that:
1.

Special conditions and circumstances {DO / DO NOT} exist which are peculiar to the land or structure
involved, which are not applicable to other similarly situated land and structures elsewhere in the same
district because:
_

2.

Practical difficulties or hardships created by carrying out the strict letter of the regulations sought to be
varied {WILL / WILL NOT} prevent reasonable or otherwise permitted use of the land or structure or
_
construction because:

3.

The special conditions, circumstances, hardships, or practical difficulties {DO / DO NOT} result from
actions of the applicant because:
_

4.

The requested variance {SUBJECT TO THE PROPOSED CONDITION} {IS / IS NOT} in harmony
with the general purpose and intent of the Ordinance because:
_

5.

The requested variance {SUBJECT TO THE PROPOSED CONDITION} {WILL / WILL NOT} be
injurious to the neighborhood or otherwise detrimental to the public health, safety, or welfare because:_

6.

The requested variance {SUBJECT TO THE PROPOSED CONDITION} {IS / IS NOT} the minimum
variation that will make possible the reasonable use of the land/structure because:
_

7.

{}VO SPECIAL CONDITIONS ARE HEREBY IN/POSED / THE SPECIAL CONDITIONS
nUPOSED HEREIN ARE REQUIRED TO ENSURE COil1PLIANCE WITH THE CRITERIA FOR
SPECIAL USE PERIJ1ITS AND FOR THE PARTICULAR PURPOSES DESCRIBED BELOW:}

Cases 615-V-08
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FINAL DETERMINATION
The Champaign County Zoning Board of Appeals finds that, based upon the application, testimony, and other
evidence received in this case, that the requirements of Section 9.1.9.C {HAVE/HAVE NOT} been met, and
pursuant to the authority granted by Section 9.1.6.B of the Champaign County Zoning Ordinance, the Zoning
Board of Appeals of Champaign County determines that:
The Variance requested in Case 615-V-08 is hereby {GRANTED/GRANTED WITH
CONDITIONSIDENIED} to the Petitioners, James A. Hughes, Carol L. Fluck, and Judy A. Kirby,
to authorize, the creation and use of a lot with an average lot width of 164.75 feet in lieu of the
required minimum average lot width of200 feet in the AG-l Agriculture Zoning District..
(SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITION(S):}
The foregoing is an accurate and complete record of the Findings and Determination of the Zoning Board of
Appeals of Champaign County.
SIGNED:

Debra Griest, Chair
Champaign County Zoning Board of Appeals
ATTEST:

Secretary to the Zoning Board of Appeals
Date

